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The high-octane campaigning for
the third phase of 2024 Lok

Sabha polls in 93 Parliamentary
constituencies spread in 12 States
and Union Territories came to an
end on Sunday evening with top
leaders of the BJP-led NDA and the
Opposition INDIA bloc making a
last-gasp effort to woo voters. The
end of the campaigning marks the
commencement of a 48-hour silence
period. 
A total 1351candidates are in fray in
this phase. The third phase of Lok
Sabha elections is an important
round for Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,
Maharashtra, and Uttar Pradesh. 
It will decide the political future of
three bigwigs - "Maharaja"
Jyotiraditya Scindia, from Guna,
"bacchon ke mama and behno ke
bhaiyya" Shivraj Singh Chouhan
from Vidisha and "raja" of
Raghogarh Digvijaya Singh aka
Diggy Raja from Rajgarh.
Scindia, who lost his family
seat of Guna as a Congress
candidate in 2019, is
hoping to regain the
constituency on a BJP ticket
this time. 
Similarly, this phase will be a
test for the Samajwadi Party's (SP)
first family as well, with Dimple
Yadav, Akshay Yadav and Aditya
Yadav contesting from Mainpuri,
Firozabad and Budaun respectively.
To ensure that the polling percentage
is not affected due to the "harsh
summer", the poll body has arranged
shamianas and tents, additional fans
and drinking water facilities to
ambulances on standby and using
adjacent rooms of the polling booth
as waiting areas for the polling days.
The stakes are significant for the BJP

in this round as the party had in
2019 won an overwhelming majority
of these seats, including all in
Gujarat, Chhattisgarh, Bihar and
Madhya Pradesh, that will go to

polls on May 7.
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi led the BJP charge,
asking the Congress to
give in writing that it will
not hand over the quota
for Scheduled Castes,

Scheduled Tribes and
Other Backward Classes to

Muslims.
The Congress and its allies accused
the BJP of trying to tamper with the
Constitution and do away with
reservations.
The principal opposition party,
which has promised to remove the
50 per cent cap on reservations, also
asked the BJP to clear its stance on
the issue.
Baramati in Maharashtra's Pune
district is one of the most keenly
watched seats in this phase as it is for
the first time that two members of

the influential Pawar family are
contesting against each other. 
Sharad Pawar's daughter and sitting
MP Supriya Sule and nephew Ajit
Pawar's wife Sunetra Pawar have
been pitted against each other by the
two factions of the Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) from the
constituency. 
This is also the first major electoral
battle between the factions after the
party split in July last year.
Of the 26 Lok Sabha seats in Gujarat,
the BJP's Mukesh Dalal has already
won from Surat unopposed after the
nomination of Congress' Nilesh
Kumbhani was rejected over
irregularities in the signature of
proposers and other candidates
withdrew. 
Among the prominent candidates
in the fray are Union Home
Minister Amit Shah from
Gandhinagar, as well as his
Cabinet colleagues Mansukh
Mandaviya and Parshottam Rupala
from Porbandar and Rajkot,
respectively. During the campaign,
the BJP had to face the ire of the
Kshatriya community over a
remark made by Rupala in Rajkot.
He had claimed several rulers from
the community had "roti and beti"
(marriage and trade) relations
with the British and other foreign
invaders. 
Rupala is up against former
Congress MLA Paresh Dhanani,
who had defeated him in the 2002
Assembly polls. The Congress has
fielded four sitting and eight
former MLAs. 
It is contesting the polls in alliance
with the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP).
As part of the agreement, the
Congress got 24 seats (including
Surat), while the AAP has been
given Bhavnagar and Bharuch. 

Jaishankar blasts
Canada for gangland
visas, warns of
Newton's law 

Complaint against Rahul raises 
question over his nomination

Punia in tight spot: NADA suspends him for missing dope test
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External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar
on Sunday slammed Canada for

continually issuing visas to people with
connection to organised crimes for
political purposes and cautioned there
will be pushback against what is
happening "out there." Newton's law of
politics will apply there also, he said.
Terming them as gangland visas, he also
said the country had been giving
legitimacy to "extremism, separatism
and advocates of violence" in the name
of free speech. These terse remarks
came a day after Canada claimed to have
arrested three Indian nationals allegedly
involved in Khalistan terrorist Hardeep
Singh Nijjar's murder.
Jaishankar said Justin Trudeau's country
thinks there would not be any reaction
to its antics of fostering criminals.
"In some countries, these kinds of
people have organised themselves
politically and become a political lobby
and in some of these democratic
countries, the politicians of these
countries are made to believe that if
they defer to these people or pander to
these people, these people have some
ability to get a community to support
them. So, they have tried to create space
for themselves in the politics of these
countries. I mean, at this time, it's not
so much a problem in the US," he said.
Jaishankar called Canada India's
"biggest problem" in this regard. "Our
biggest problem right now is in
Canada. Because in Canada, actually,
today the party in power in Canada,
and other parties here have given
these kinds of extremism, separatism,
and advocates of violence a certain
legitimacy in the name of free speech”.
he said.
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Acomplaint has been filed
against the Congress leader

Rahul Gandhi for filing his
nomination from the Raebareli
seat in Uttar Pradesh. The
complaint raises a question
about Rahul's nationality and
his recent conviction in a
defamation case, and how his
nomination can be deemed
valid by the Election
Commission.
The complaint was filed by
advocate Ashok Pandey on
behalf of Anirudh Pratap Singh.
The complaint against Gandhi
was registered by the advocate
with the Returning Officer of
Raebareli, demanding the
cancellation of the Congress
leader's nomination on the basis
of two grounds --his nationality
and his conviction.
"First, Rahul Gandhi has been
convicted for two years... He is
ineligible to contest elections.
Even though the Supreme Court

has put a stay on Rahul Gandhi's
conviction, it has not given any
verdict like Afzal Ansari saying
he can contest again... Since
his stay on conviction
does not involve
permission to contest
elections he should back
off," Pandey told the
media.
"Second, back in 2006,
Rahul Gandhi once mentioned
his nationality as British. Being
a British citizen, he cannot
Constitutionally contest
elections... After my complaint,
Rahul Gandhi's representative
was called in and my complaint

has been accepted," the advocate
further said.
Congress leader Ajay Pal Singh
issued a statement regarding the
complaint against Rahul, saying
that his nomination was held
valid before, and still hold valid
now.
"There's a candidate who
registered a complaint against
Rahul Gandhi after the period
of complaining was over... The
complainant said he has filed a
writ challenging Rahul Gandhi's

nationality... Rahul Gandhi's
nomination was valid

previously as well, and
it is valid now also,"
Ajay added.
Rahul filed his
nomination from the

Raebareli constituency
on Friday, putting an end

to the speculation of him
contesting the elections from
Amethi again. Congress loyalist
Kishori Lal Sharma will contest
the election from Amethi,
against Union Minister and BJP
candidate Smriti Irani.
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Indian Wrestler Bajrang Punia
once again came into the

limelight this time as he was
handed suspension from any
competition in upcoming events
by National Anti-Doping Agency
(NADA). The suspension came
from his failure to submit the
urine sample in the trials held at
Sonipat on March 10.
This suspension costs Punia any
further participation in any

upcoming events or Wrestling
competitions until the
suspension is lifted by the
NADA.
The Olympic bronze medallist
took to social media to give his
version of the story. Punia said he
never refused to give the sample
when the officer came to collect
the sample in March during
which he asked the officials to
give an explanation regarding the
use of expired kits which they
brought to take my sample. Punia

said he was ready to give his
sample after they answered his
question.
NADA has asked to send his
reply by Tuesday to avoid any
further disciplinary action. The
expired kits concern is from last
year in December when Bajrang
posted a video in which he stated
that the kits being used to take
the sample were beyond expiry.
Bajrang's lawyer Vidhushpat
Singhania said, "Need to access
the case file and we'll be filing a

reply to NADA soon"
On his suspension, WFI
President Sanjay Singh
expressed NADA didn't update
them about the suspension. In a
meeting with DG on April 25
this matter was not shared.
Sanjay said he called NADA
officials on Sunday morning and
had no answers to his questions
hence decided to write to NADA
and WADA about the matter.  "If
the wrestler fails to come out
clean with his reply he

automatically will be out of the
race for the qualification of the
French Olympics," Sanjay added.
Till now India has not won a
Paris Olympic quota in the
men's category freestyle 65kg
weight. Only Sujeet Kalkal
managed to earn one in the
Istanbul last qualifier. The
World Cup qualifier starts from
May 9 in Turkey and this will be
the last chance for wrestlers to
place themselves for the
upcoming summer Olympics.
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The Indian Army Sunday
launched a massive combing

and search operation after
inducting elite para commandos
along with local military units of
the Rashtriya Rifles (RR) to avenge
the killing of an Indian Air Force
(IAF) personnel, who sacrificed
his life in the terror attack near
Shahsitar in the Surankote area of
Poonch district on Saturday.
Senior army officers along with
Additional Director General of
Police, Jammu, Anand Jain visited
the ambush spot in the Surankote
area to review the ongoing anti-
terrorist operations.
A separate meeting was also
attended by the senior officers
ahead of launching a "hot
pursuit" aimed at flushing out
foreign terrorists hiding inside
natural caves and "safe hideouts".
The security forces have also
detained several residents to
ascertain the whereabouts of
these foreign terrorists hiding in

the area. Meanwhile, the
deceased IAF personnel has been
identified as Corporal Vikky
Pahade. A resident of Nonia-
Karbal village, Corporal Pahade
hailed from Madhya Pradesh's
Chhindwara district. He was
supposed to return home to
celebrate his son's birthday on
Tuesday.  According to the family
members, Pahade had visited his
family last month to attend his
sister's wedding and had joined
the unit on April 18.
Four other injured IAF personnel
were undergoing treatment at a
command hospital in Udhampur.
"The CAS Air Chief Marshal VR
Chaudhari and all personnel of
(the) Indian Air Force salute the
braveheart Corporal Vikky
Pahade, who made the supreme
sacrifice in (the) Poonch Sector,
in the service of the nation. Our
deepest condolences to the
bereaved family. We stand firmly
by your side in this hour of grief,"
read a post on the official X
handle of the Indian Air Force 
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Campaign ends for 3rd phase LS polls

MODI AT RAM TEMPLE
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3-tier security in BBSR for PM’s visit
PNS     �����  BHUBANESWAR

Keeping in view Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s ar-
rival here in Sunday evening,
the Commissionerate police
made elaborate security ar-
rangements.

There was a three-tier tight
security from the city airport
to the Raj Bhawan during
evening hours as the PM
reached the airport at around

9.30 pm. One platoon of the
CRP along with personnel of
the Odisha Police was de-
ployed.

The entire airport and the
central Bhubaneswar area
were declared a no-drone fly-
ing zone, said DCP Prateek
Singh. A carcade rehearsal was
conducted by security per-
sonnel.

As many as three DCPs, 10
ACPs, 17 IICs and 90 SI/ASIs

kept vigil and 20 platoons of
police force were deployed.
The traffic system in the city
was streamlined.

Barricades were put up on
the road  for the PM’s carcade,
said the DCP.

Notably, the Prime Minis-
ter would make a night halt
at the Raj Bhawan. He is sched-
uled to address public meet-
ings at Brahmapur and
Nabarangpur on Monday.

BBSR 39.9 deg;
Cuttack 38.5 deg
PNS     �����  BHUBANESWAR

The heat wave continued to
singe the State on Sunday with
as many as 26 places recording
maximum temperature above
40 degree Celsius.

Besides, as many as 12 sta-
tions recorded temperature

above 43 degrees. Titilagarh in
Balangir district was the hot-
test place in the State record-
ing 45 degree.

Bhubaneswar recorded 39.9
degree and Cuttack 38.5 de-
gree, said the Regional Office
of the India Meteorological
Department (IMD) here.

However, several parts of the
State are likely to experience
thunderstorm coupled with
rain, lightning and gusty sur-

face wind in the next few days,
said the IMD.

While rainfall activities are
likely bring the much-needed
respite from the scorching heat,
some parts of the State are likely
to experience gusty surface
wind with speed reaching 30-
40 kmph for the next few days.

While no large change in the
maximum (day) temperature is
likely to take place during the
next 24 hours, the mercury may

drop by 4 to 6 degree Celsius
thereafter in subsequent three
to four days in many places
over the State, the weather of-
fice said.

Light rain or thundershower
is likely to occur in the districts
of Keonjhar, Mayurbhanj,
Baleswar, Ganjam, Gajapati,
Koraput and Rayagada in next
24 hours.

However, heat wave condi-
tions are likely to prevail in

Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar, Boudh,
Angul, Nayagarh, Nuapada
and Balangir.

Meanwhile, the IMD said
that due to anticipated strong
gusty surface wind speed reach-
ing 40 to 50 kmph is likely
along and off the north Odisha
coast during May 6 to 8.  Fish-
ermen are advised not to ven-
ture into sea along and off the
north Odisha coast during this
period, the IMD said.

Titilagarh hottest in State at 45 degree
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A
s India gears up for another
round of general elections,
the political landscape is

once again abuzz with promises and
rhetoric. Among the cacophony of
campaign speeches and pledges, one
voice stands out, i.e., Rahul Gandhi
of the Congress party with his fer-
vent emphasis on redistributing
wealth and vilifying wealthy indi-
viduals or wealth creators like
Gautam Adani. However, amidst
this fervour for redistribution, there
lies a crucial oversight -- the im-
perative need to prioritise wealth
creation over the mere distribution
of freebies.

Gandhi's campaign rhetoric of-
ten revolves around the idea of ex-
tracting wealth from the affluent
and redistributing it among the

Moving beyond freebies: Need to focus on wealth creation

less-privileged segments of society,
which is absurd on the face of it.
While this may seem noble on the
surface, it's essential to recognise
that the wealth he speaks of is not a
personal reserve of the wealthy elite
but rather the collective contribu-
tion of taxpayers. Such wealth cre-

ation has been facilitated by the pri-
vate sector, which has weathered chal-
lenges ranging from the erstwhile
licence raj to burdensome taxation
policies and a strong bureaucracy.

The disdain shown towards wealth
creators, epitomised by Gandhi's
rhetoric, is concerning and regres-
sive. Rather than recognising the role
of entrepreneurs and businesses in
driving economic growth, there's a
palpable contempt for their contri-
butions in advancement of the na-
tion. The wealth amassed by indi-
viduals like Adani is not a gift be-
stowed upon them by politicians; it's
the result of their endeavours that
benefit the nation as a whole.

The Congress party's inclination
towards imposing punitive taxes on
the wealthy only perpetuates a

flawed economic ideology rejected
decades back. Memories of exorbi-
tant tax rates from previous eras
serve as a stark reminder of the per-
ils of excessive taxation stifling
both private enterprise and govern-
mental capacity to address societal
needs and aspirations. It's impera-
tive to acknowledge the progress
made in fostering economic growth
and empowering the middle class,
albeit with the recognition that
more can be done to dismantle so-
cialist remnants.

Furthermore, proposals such as
conducting a caste census to facili-
tate wealth redistribution are regres-
sive and myopic. In a rapidly-evolv-
ing social landscape, where
urbanisation blurs caste boundaries,
such measures risk exacerbating di-

visions rather than fostering
inclusivity. Instead of fixating on
divisive policies, there's a pressing
need to address the root causes of
poverty, primarily stemming from
decades of flawed economic policies.

Rather than succumbing to the
allure of populism through prom-
ises of freebies, political discourse
should shift towards focussing on
national development and empow-
ering individuals to uplift them-
selves out of poverty. Investments
in education and skill development
are paramount in equipping the
populace with the tools to succeed
in a rapidly-changing economic
landscape. Additionally, fostering
an environment conducive to en-
trepreneurship and innovation is
essential in fostering widespread

prosperity.
Gandhi's pledge to "create

lakhpatis" underscores a fundamen-
tal misunderstanding of the role of
politicians in economic develop-
ment. Rather than artificially engi-
neering wealth distribution, the fo-
cus should be on creating an eco-
system where individuals have the
opportunity to thrive based on their
merit and enterprise. The Congress
party's fixation on regressive poli-
cies risks undoing the progress made
towards reducing poverty and
boosting inclusive growth.

In fact, the upcoming general
elections provide a unique oppor-
tunity for introspection and
recalibration of economic priorities
instead of focussing on regressive
ones. Rather than succumbing to

CONTEMPORARIES

S JYOTIRANJAN

the allure of redistributive rhetoric
and populist promises, there's a need
to champion policies that prioritise
wealth creation and empower indi-
viduals to chart their own path to
prosperity. It's time to move be-
yond the politics of freebies and
embrace a vision that fosters sus-
tainable economic growth and eq-
uitable opportunities for all seg-
ments of society.

(The writer is an advocate, Orissa
High Court, Addl. Central Govern-
ment Standing Counsel, CAT,
Cuttack Bench, Consulting Editor-
Legal Affairs and Public Policy, The
Pioneer and a Distinguished Ad-
junct Professor of Law and Media
Studies, School of Mass Communi-
cation, KIIT University. Views are
personal)

Irate workers ransack Cong office as Uma gets ticket
OES seminarOES seminarOES seminarOES seminarOES seminar

‘Water pollution causing serious damage to living world'

ICSI 1st half-yearly convocation of eastern region held

‘Opposition conspiring to derail dev in State'

In SundargarhIn SundargarhIn SundargarhIn SundargarhIn Sundargarh

Kusum comes down on voter for
questioning her performance

Swain to contest for
B'swar LS seat as Ind

Rajnath, Shah visit in a week

Says 25 'Lakpati
Didis' to be
created in State if
BJP comes to
power
PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

BJP national president JP
Nadda released Odisha BJP
unit's Sankalp Patra (election
manifesto) here on Sunday.
The BJP in its Sankalp Patra,
has made a number of prom-
ises to people, mainly farm-
ers, women, youths and the
poor.

Releasing the manifesto,
Nadda said, "First of all, the
manifesto is a very serious

document. Lakhs of sugges-
tions came and they were
compiled as the manifesto.
The political culture has been
changed in the country un-
der the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
with political reforms, devel-
opment and politics of ac-
countability."

He said, "We have com-
mitted to create 25 'Lakpati

Didis' in Odisha by promot-
ing industry clusters with
the help of 500 SHGs and to
provide Rs 10,000-assistance
to fishermen during non-
production period."

BJP State president
Manmohan Samal said that
the BJP is going to form
government on its own
strength in Odisha for the
first time 75 years after In-

dependence. The manifesto
touches every section of so-
ciety and this would be in-
strumental in changing the
government.

The BJP had collected
feedbacks from about one
crore people of the State in
the forms of opinions, views
and suggestions. on the ba-
sis of which the Sankalp
Patra has been drafted.

PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

The ICSI First Half-Yearly
Convocation of Eastern Re-
gion was held here on May 4.
Membership certificates were
given to all the members who
became company secretaries
in Eastern Region. Certificates
were also awarded to those who
have completed specialised
PMQ courses after CS mem-
bership.

Students who have previ-
ously passed professional
courses in all subjects at East-
ern India were also awarded
prizes and certificates. Krishna
Kumari Pal of Talcher got the
highest award.

Sambalpur IIM Director
Professor Mahadeo Jaiswal at-
tended the event as the chief
guest and awarded member-
ship certificates to all the mem-
bers. He emphasized on intel-

ligence quotient, emotional
quotient, spiritual quotient,
philosophical quotient and its
usage and said that these are
necessary for the success in life
and in profession.

As the Indian economy con-
tinues to be one of the fastest
growing, the importance of
corporate governance is high
and Company Secretaries will
play a key role in the area, he
said.

 President, ICSI CS
Balasubramaniam Narasimhan
attending the event called
upon the members to make
India's economy the largest in
the Amrit Kaal. He also said
that there are needs of 1.5 lakh
Company Secretaries in this
Amrit Kaal.  ICSI VP CS
Dhananjay Shukla highlighted
how the company secretary
helps in keeping the chain in-
tact in the corporate at all times

by citing the example of
Mahabharata and emphasizing
on subject matter expertise and
good behaviour. Council Mem-
ber CS Rupjanana De stressed
on the culture of compliance
while Chairman, EIRC of ICSI
CS (Dr) Mohit Shaw delivered
the welcome speech and oath.

 During the programme an
Academic Collaboration MoU
of ICSI was signed with IIM,
Sambalpur.

PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

Life is intensely connected
with water. Not only the man-
kind but all living organisms
are dependent on water for
their survival. However,
changes in the lifestyle of
modern man,
overexploitation of natural
resources through
industrialisation, increased use
of automobiles in transporta-
tion, significant advance-
ments in technology and
many other factors have led
to an increase in production
processes. Various types of
harmful chemical and physi-
cal pollutants are released into
the environment as
byproducts during the manu-
facturing of various products.

On the other hand, when
enhanced amounts of organic
and biomedical wastes are left
in the open environment, their

decomposition leads to the
proliferation of germs. Ulti-
mately, all these chemical,
physical and biological sub-
stances enter the water in vari-
ous ways and cause water pol-
lution. While surface water is
being heavily polluted, the
groundwater pollution is also
magnifying progressively.

Similarly, coastal waters are
getting polluted by pollutants
of flowing water from land
through rivers. Due to the use
of such polluted water, hu-
mans, other organisms and
aquatic creatures like fish are
suffering from various health
problems.

In a seminar held under the
auspices of the Orissa Environ-
mental Society (OES), envi-
ronment experts opined that
raising awareness and protect-
ing and cleaning water re-
sources are crucial to prevent
water pollution.

The programme, held under
the chairmanship of OES
president Dr Sundara
Narayana Patro, had former
professor of the Department
of Naval Architecture of IIT
Kharagpur Dr Suresh Chandra
Misra as the chief speaker. He
explained that polluted water
is harmful to public health and
its use in domestic, commer-
cial, industrial and agricultural
sectors, including fish and
aquaculture farms, is detrimen-
tal to all. In addition to mul-
tiple pollutants transported
through river systems, other
sources of coastal pollution in-
clude wastes from shipping
operations, leaked oil, discarded
fishing nets and other plastics,
industrial, commercial, tourism
and hotel wastes and illegal
dumping of land-based wastes.
If precautions are not taken in
right earnest, the entire living
world would face disastrous

consequences of water pollu-
tion in future, Mishra warned.

OES president Dr Patro
emphasised that the need of the
hour is to give adequate prior-
ity to pollution prevention in
the developmental processes. In
his welcome speech, secretary
Dr Jayakrushna Panigrahi
opined that the pollution of
water resources due to lack of
wisdom and sensitivity of the
human society is leading to
several serious health hazards,
including cancer. Vice-presi-
dent Dr Bijay Ketan Pattanaik
introduced the guests and joint
secretary Er Manoranjan
Mishra presented a vote of
thanks. Among others, Prof
Krishna Chandra Sahu, Dr
Sudhakar Kar, Dr VP
Upadhyay, Er Narayan Mishra,
Prof SP Adhikary, Dr Suravi
Jain and Er Dillip Kumar
Satpathy also spoke on the
theme.

PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

With BJP heavyweights
already making whirlwind
tours of Odisha, Defence Min-
ister Rajnath Singh and Union
Home Minister Amit Shah are
slated to visit the State to bol-
ster the party's prospects in the
Lok Sabha and Assembly
polls.

Sharing this information,
BJP election in-charge for
Odisha Vijaypal Singh Tomar
said Rajnath Singh is scheduled
to visit on May 8. Singh would
address a meeting in Rayagada.

Amit Shah is scheduled to
visit on May 12. This would be
Shah's second visit to the State
after the BJPformally kicked
off its poll campaign in Odisha.

After being
denied BJP ticket
PNS     �����   BALESWAR

Former BJP MP Kharabela
Swain on Sunday said he
would  contest  as an Inde-
pendent  candidate  for the
Baleswar Parliamentary seat
and would file nominations
on May 8.

"I request people to come in
large numbers during my
nominations filing and en-
courage me. Further, I urge
people to help me financially
if they wish. I would share my
account number," said Swain.

"Since 1991, from
Kendrapada to Kandhamal, I
fought several elections includ-
ing in Baleswar and thrice I

became the winner from the
Baleswar Parliamentary seat.
In the last elections, I im-
proved the vote percentage of
BJP to a significant level while
contesting from Khandhamal.
This time, I am going to cre-
ate a history in India by win-
ning by a huge margin of votes
as an Independent candidate,"
he said.

PNS     �����   SUNDARGARH

Kusum Tete, BJP candidate
for the Sundargarh Assembly
seat, lost her cool and came
down on a voter when the lat-
ter questioned her poor per-
formance in the last five years.

The incident took place at
Sanapatrapali under
Tangarpali block of
Sundargarh district where Tete
had gone to attend a public
meeting as part of her poll
campaign. While she was ad-
dressing the meeting, a young
man stood up and wanted to
know what her contributions
were to the constituency dur-
ing her tenure as Sundargarh
MLA.

Tete, who was elected as BJP

candidate from the seat in
2019 by defeating BJD nomi-
nee Jogesh Kumar Singh,
spoke about construction of a
Kirtan Mandap, a community
hall and roads during the last
five years.

But the youth was not satis-
fied with the answer and per-
sisted on his query about her
major contributions to the
constituency. The MLA got
agitated over it and repri-
manded him in a high pitch of
voice in the presence of the
voters of the constituency.

It led the youth to retaliate
and a verbal exchange of
heated words between the two
continued for some time. A
video on the incident has gone
viral in social media.

Party divided
over two official
candidates for
Puri seat
SAROJ KUMAR MISHRA
�����   PURI

Fumed over redistribution
of ticket given to Congress
leader Umaballav Rath for Puri
MLA seat, after a candidate
already filed his nomination
on party symbol, irate work-
ers on Sunday barged into the
party office at VIP road and
went on ransacking it by turn-
ing the premises into debris
yard. They damaged many
belongings like chairs and
tables after they knew of the
ticket given to Uma at the elev-
enth hour. They termed the
decision as blatant disrespect
to their candidate Sujit
Mohapatra, who has already
completed nomination and
expedited his campaigns in the
constituency.

Reacting to the decision of
the ticket to Uma and dam-
ages in the party office, Sujit
said he was first taken aback

by knowing the news.  The
damages done in the party of-
fice by workers is nothing but
the fallout of the revised list,
said Sujit.  "I was given ticket
for Puri Assembly seat earlier;
I have filed nomination and
have already begun massive
campaigns in the constitu-
ency spending huge money
from my pocket," said Sujit
who termed the decision com-
pletely childish and blatant
disrespect to a senior leader of
Congress.  After discussion
with his supporters, he will de-
cide on whether to stand in-
dependently or withdraw self
from poll pray,  he told.

Notably,  in a peculiar de-
velopment, Congress party
on Sunday handed over its
ticket to Uma for Puri MLA
seat following its revised list.
Since the party has nomi-
nated Sujit as an official can-
didate,   the redistribution of
tickets to another person
sparked massive resentment
in the city unit.  Now the elec-
tors here will witness two par-
allel candidates from Con-
gress, if Sujit stands in the
election as an Independent.

Nadda releases BJP's manifesto for Odisha
Pandian
addresses public
meetings in
Subarnapur
PNS     �����   SONEPUR

BJD leader VK Pandian,
addressing a public meeting at
Siala village of the Sonepur
Assembly constituency in
Subarnapur district on Sunday,
came down heavily on the
opposition parties saying they
are conspiring to derail the
development process in
Odisha for their narrow inter-
ests.

Pandian said the opposition

parties are hatching a con-
spiracy to stop the Biju
Swasthya Kalyan Yojana, Mis-
sion Shakti programmes and

even prevented the women
SHG members from going to
Dubai.

The BJD believes in work

and not in rhetoric. But the
Opposition is conspiring to
stop all development works. The
opposition parties are fundamen-
tally anti-development, said
Pandian adding that Chief Min-
ister Naveen Patnaik is keen to
make Odisha prosperous.

"I call upon the Opposition
to come and see the unwaver-
ing support and love people
have for Naveenbabu. The
huge gathering, despite the
scorching heat, will give them
a sense of the people's affec-
tion for the CM," said Pandian.

Later, Pandian addressed
another public meeting at
Kairajhuli in the Birmaharajpur
Assembly segment.
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Odisha needs BJP govt for dev: Jaishankar

‘Viswa Bandhu India wants Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas’

‘Cong manifesto has boons for every section of populace'
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Rs 36L ganja seized in Sambalpur
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4 staffs injured in fire at mall
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Man, son electrocuted; wife hurt
Cyber Security Online Training

Applications invited from Odisha

Better pay, tools for Nesco
workers demanded

Questions BJD's
'respect for
mother' slogan
PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

Arundhati Devi has ex-
pressed her resentment over
the cancellation of her ticket
by the BJD for the Deogarh
Assembly constituency
through a social media post.

 "Sita Mata had rightly said
that there is no respect for
women in this world," she
posted with a crying photo of
the iconic figure from
Ramanand Sagar's Ramayana.

The snatching of the ticket
after she had begun campaign-
ing in the Assembly segment
has come as a humiliation for
the royalty while also raises
questions on the BJD's 'respect
for mother' slogan.

Arundhati, who had earned
a nomination for the seat a
day after switching sides from
the BJP to the BJD, was re-
placed with Romancha
Ranjan Biswal on Thursday in
what appeared to be a change

in the BJD's strategy for the
Sambalpur Lok Sabha big
battle where party
organisational secretary
Pranab Prakash Das is con-
testing against Union Minis-
ter Dharmendra Pradhan of
the BJP.

The Deogarh Assembly seat
is part of the Sambalpur Par-
liamentary constituency.

Arundhati is the wife of
erstwhile Deogarh king and
BJP's Sambalpur MP Nitesh
Ganga Dev. Besides local re-
sistance, she was facing prob-
lems at home with her hus-
band openly declaring that he
was ready to campaign for the
BJP candidate in Deogarh

Her nomination had also
brought infighting in the re-
gional party to the fore which
made it difficult for Pranab
to penetrate Deogarh, a
stronghold of Dharmendra
and BJP MLA candidate
Subash Chandra Panigrahi.

The BJD brought back
Biswal, who was BJD's candi-
date in 2019 as well but had
lost to BJP's Subash Panigrahi
by a margin of 7,106 votes.

Odisha should be
led by someone
who has come up
from grassroots
here: Jaishankar
PNS     �����   CUTTACK

In a world mired with con-
flict, uncertainty and at times
war, India is today recognised
globally as a nation working
for a common cause and in
partnership with many na-
tions,” External Affairs Min-
ister S Jaishankar said during a
visit to Cuttack on Sunday.

Jaishankar said this while
addressing a meeting on
‘Vishwa Bandhu Bharat’.

“We can partner with the
US and Europe as well as Rus-
sia and African nations. Like-
wise, with Israel on one side as
well as Gulf and Arab nations
on another. These may be in
conflict with each other, but
we can partner with all nations

on different subjects and is-
sues to take our national in-
terests further. And this is
Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas,”
Jaishankar said.

He said India is taking
Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas to the
international level. “India’s
effort is how to bring Sabka
Vikas with Sabka Saath and

how there is Sabka Prayas (ef-
fort) and Sabka Viswas (be-
lief).”      

He said a country that can
deal with and establish part-
nerships with different coun-
tries for its national interests
is called a Vishwa Bandhu.

“Nations want to share their
technologies, forge partner-

ships and make the Vishwa
Bandhu nation a part of the
global supply chain. They look
for a nation which is honest in
this digital age,” he said.

“The more we forge rela-
tionships with other nations,
the more assured we can be of
a Viksit Bharat,” he said.

Jaishankar informed

about three government
projects in the pipeline to im-
prove connectivity with the
globe, including connecting
India with Europe via UAE,
that is, India-Middle East-Eu-
rope Economic Corridor, In-
ternational North-South Cor-
ridor via Iran and Russia, and
reaching Vietnam and the

Indo-Pacific via the Odisha
coastline and North East re-
gion.  

Prior to the event,
Jaishankar told the media that
from a very young age he had
the advantage of close associa-
tion with people from Odisha
and he found they were the most
talented, educated and skilled.
“They were the best in class,” he
said and added that the whole
country has very high expecta-
tion from Odisha given the tal-
ent and resources it has.  

Odisha is a state with a rich
culture, tradition, heritage and
some of the finest things in
Indian history, said Jaishankar.

“Such a proud culture has
surely the capacity to produce
representatives and leaders in
its own rights. And that is what
we are saying the State should
be led by someone who has
come up from the grassroots
here. Those are the right lead-
ers and right future for the
State,” he said.

PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

Union External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar on Sun-
day said Odisha needs a gov-
ernment which can partner
with the Narendra Modi gov-
ernment at the Centre.

Speaking to mediapersons
here, Jaishankar said Odisha
needs good governance, cor-
ruption-free government to
properly utilise the State's
vast and rich resources. De-
spite huge and rich mineral
resources, Odisha is lagging
in many sectors of develop-

ment, he said.
The resource utilisation in

the State needs good gover-
nance, employment-friendly
and corruption-free govern-
ment, Jaishankar said and
hoped that the people of
Odisha would vote for BJP
to carry forward the devel-
opmental agenda of Modi.

He claimed that Odisha oc-
cupies a special focus in
Prime Minister Modi's devel-
opment plan and said dur-
ing the last ten years the
Modi government has pro-
vided Rs.18 lakh crore of

Central funds to the State.
In Awas Yojana 2.7 lakh

beneficiaries in the State
have been provided with
pucca houses while 53 lakh
women have benefited under
the Ujjala scheme and Rs
54,000 crore has been pro-
vided for the Sagarmala
project in Odisha, Jaishankar
said.

He said Modi has great re-
spect for Odisha's culture, heri-
tage and tradition which has
been recognised in the entire
world. The replica of the
Konark Wheel displayed at the

G20 summit has proved how
much Modi loved the culture
and tradition of Odisha, he
noted.

Narendra Modi, he said, has
taken immediate steps to
evacuate Odia people stranded
in the war-torn Ukraine, Is-
rael, and Sudan.

"We hope that the people of
Odisha will vote for Modi at
the Centre and also form the
BJP government in the State
as Odisha needs a BJP govern-
ment to carry forward Modi's
development agenda," the
Union Minister said.

PNS     �����   BHAWANIPATNA

Chief Minister and BJD
supremo Naveen Patnaik will
campaign for the ensuing elec-
tions in Kalahandi and
Nuapada on Monday.

He will arrive here at 11 am
at the Risigaon field by heli-
copter.

BJD Rajya Sabha member
Sujit Kumar Seth on Sunday
said the CM has been focus-
sing for an all-round develop-
ment of Kalahandi.

"He fulfilled people's de-
mand of health and education
along with roads, water, elec-
tricity and irrigation facilities.
More works are yet to be done

by him in the district, he said.
Kumar said Patnaik would

address a big rally at
Bhawanipatna and later he
would address a meeting at
Khariar in Nuapada district.

He said that in the last elec-
tions, the BJD had lost two As-
sembly seats of Bhawanipatna
and Khariar in the district, but
it is now confident to win all
the seven seats in Kalahandi
and Nuapada districts.

Apart from that, he said, the
BJD is also expecting to win
the Kalahandi MP seat be-
cause no development was
noticed after people's mandate
for BJP MP Basant Panda in
the last elections.

Claim party
nominees for 5
Assembly and
Kendrapada LS
seats
RAJESH BEHERA
�����   KENDRAPADA

The MLA and MP candi-
dates of Congress organised a
Press meet to inform about
party's manifesto 'Nyay Patra'.

All the Congress MLA can-
didates of five Assembly con-
stituencies and the MP candi-
date for Kendrapada, Siddharth
Swarup Das  along with DCC
president Lokanath
Maharathy, were present.

They said that the Congress
would conduct a nationwide
socio-economic and caste cen-
sus if it comes to power in 2024.
Among its guarantees also in-
clude a constitutional amend-
ment to raise the 50% cap on
reservations for SCs, STs and
OBCs.

The Nyaya Patra also prom-
ises to fill nearly 30 lakh va-
cancies in sanctioned posts at
various levels in the Central
Government. Rajasthan model

of cashless insurance of up to
Rs 25 lakh will be adopted for
universal healthcare. Ten per
cent quota in jobs, educational
institutions for EWS will be
implemented for all castes,
communities without discrimi-
nation, the manifesto prom-
ises.

It also guarantees new Right
to Apprenticeship Act to pro-
vide one year apprenticeship to
every diploma holder or gradu-
ate below age of 25. The Con-
gress will launch urban employ-
ment programme guarantee-
ing work for urban poor in re-
construction, renewal of urban
infrastructure, informed Spira
Malllick,  Congress candidate
of Kendrapada Assembly seat.

The party leaders said the
Congress will reserve one-half

(50 per cent) of Central Gov-
ernment jobs for women start-
ing 2025. Allegations against
persons who were allowed to
escape law after joining BJP will
be probed, promises the party's
poll document.

It also promises abolishing
the contractual mode of ap-
pointment and initiate recruit-
ment on regular mode. Under
the Mahalakshmi scheme, the
Congress Government will
provide Rs 1 lakh per year to
every poor Indian family,
stated Siddharth Swarup Das,
Congress candidate for
Kendrapada Parliamentary
seat.

The Nyaya Patra guarantees
to fix a national minimum
wage at Rs 400 per day. The
Congress Government will

provide a  minimum support
price (MSP) of Rs 3,000 for
paddy, Rs 2,000 per month to
every woman, Rs 3,000 to ev-
ery unemployed youth, 200
units free electricity, and gas
cylinder at Rs 500 to the con-
sumers.

The Congress will replace the
GST laws enacted by the BJP/
NDA Government with GST
2.0. The new GST regime will
be based on the universally ac-
ceptable principle that GST
shall be a single, moderate rate
(with a few exceptions) that will
not burden the poor. The Con-
gress will eliminate "Angel tax"
and all other exploitative tax
schemes that inhibit invest-
ment in new micro, small com-
panies and innovative start-ups,
said the the Congress leaders.

PNS     �����   ROURKELA

The NIT Rourkela has
surged ahead to secure the
189th position in the Times
Higher Education Asia Uni-
versity Ranking for 2024
marking a significant ad-
vancement from its previous
position (Year 2023) which was
in the 'Band of 301-350' rank.

Additionally, the NIT
Rourkela has secured the 15th
rank among Indian universi-
ties. This year, 91 Indian uni-
versities have been featured in
the rankings.

Prof K Umamaheshwar Rao,
Director of NIT Rourkela, ex-
pressed his delight at the
institute's latest achievement,
stating, "We are immensely
pleased with our progress in
the Times Higher Education

Asia University Ranking. This
achievement is a testament to
the dedication and persever-
ance of our faculty, staff, and
students in upholding the
highest standards of aca-
demic excellence and re-
search innovation. It moti-
vates us to redouble our ef-
forts in pursuit of our mis-
sion to empower future gen-
erations of leaders and in-
novators and contribute
meaningfully to the ad-

vancement of knowledge
and society. I am also happy
to announce that the Com-
puter Science and Engineer-
ing Department at NITR is
starting a new undergradu-
ate programme in Artificial
Intelligence from this aca-
demic year (2024-25). "

Expressing his joy, Prof
Krishna Dutta (Professor in
Charge of Ranking and Ac-
creditation Committee, NIT
Rourkela) said, "The Times

Higher Education Asia Uni-
versity Ranking's holistic ap-
proach ensures the method-
ological and balanced com-
parisons available, providing
valuable insights into the
strengths and contributions
of each institution. I extend
my heartfelt congratula-
tions to our team whose dili-
gent efforts in gathering and
organising the necessary data
have resulted in this impres-
sive ranking this year."

PNS     �����   BHUBANESWAR

The National Academy of
Cyber Security has invited
online applications for admis-
sion into the Government of
India Certified Cyber Security
Courses Online Training. In-
terested 10+2 pass, Degree,
Diploma, Engineering and PG
candidates can apply online
from all over Odisha for the
respective courses for the
training.cCourses offered:
Cyber Security Officer, PG
Certificate in Cyber Security
Management, PG Certificate
in Cyber Security & Ethical
Hacking, Master Program in
Cyber Security & Ethical
Hacking, The duration of the
Courses is three months to one
year.

The National Academy of
Cyber Security offers a 50%
fee subsidy in the form of con-
cession in the course fee to SC,
ST, BC, EBC, OBC, Minority,
PH, women candidates, ex-
Serviceman and their children
under the Swarna Bharat Na-
tional Level Skill Develop-
ment Program. After comple-
tion of the course, a Govern-

ment of India Certificate will
be issued.

As per the Cyber Crime
Magazine, Big technology
companies and IT/ software
companies have a US skill
shortage in Cyber Security
with 3.5 million job openings
in cyber security in 2025.

After successfully complet-
ing the courses in Cyber Secu-
rity, the candidates will get op-
portunities in the job profiles
like Cyber Security Officer,
Information Officer, Informa-
tion Analyst, Security Archi-
tect, IT Security Engineer,
Systems Security Administra-
tor, Information Risk Auditor,
Security Analyst, Intrusion
Detection Specialist, Com-
puter Security Incident Re-
sponders, Cryptologists, Vul-
nerability Assessors, Trainer/
Teacher in Educational Insti-
tutions. Job opportunities are
good for these candidates in
India as well as abroad.

Online Application website:
www.nacsindia.org

Last date for online applica-
tion: 14/05/2024

For details contact Phone
number: 7893141797

NIMAI CHARAN SAHU     �����
SAMBALPUR

The Sambalpur police ar-
rested three persons in con-
nection with the transporta-
tion and sale of contraband in
the Kuturajori area under the
Sadar police limits and seized
603.03 kg of ganja from their
possession on Sunday.

The arrested accused were
identified as Lalit Bhoi of
Kabrapali, Satish Kumar
Pradhan of Kunjelpada and
MD Israr of the Sunapali of
the city. The contraband seized
is worth Rs 36 lakh. A Honda
Brio car and three cell phones
were also seized by police.

Following a tipoff, Sadar
police staffs conducted a raid
on the brio car, in which the
huge quantity of contraband

was hidden to transport it to
drug peddlers in the district
and also found hoarding of
ganja at Kutrajori. The accused
were bringing the contraband
from Boudh district. Ahead of
the elections, Sambalpur SP
Mukesh Kumar Bhamoo has
given an order to immediately
arrest people involved in ille-
gal transportation and ped-
dling of drugs and contrabands.

Sadar SDPO Tophan Bag
said, "We raided the vehicle
loaded with one quintal of
ganja and also found the
hoarding of contraband under
bushes totaling six quintals.
The three individuals were
transporting the ganja from
Boudh to Sambalpur town and
outside states. We are ascer-
taining whether the accused
have criminal antecedents."

PNS     �����   BARIPADA

The Nesco Power Employ-
ees' Union, on Wednesday, ob-
served here the International
Labour Day, popularly known
as May Day.

The union leaders, on the
occasion, demanded equal pay
for equal work and modern
equipment which may facilitate
rendering of better consumer-
service for Nesco employees.

The celebration that was
organised by the union in the
local Rotary Club premises was
presided over by Union dis-
trict president Subramaniam
Mohanty and conducted by

general secretary Jyotikrushna
Behera. Others who addressed
the gathering included
Chandan Kumar Mohanty,
Sanjay Kumar Ghosh, Dinesh
Kumar Gupta,  Manas Ranjan
Das, Mukteswar Paikray,
Pradeep Kumar Nath, Utpal
Kumar Bhanjbabu and Ashish
Kumar Jena, among others.

As the Nesco workers have
to work round- the- clock and
sometimes even have to face
public ire, their service condi-
tions need to be improved and
they must be well-equipped
with better electrical instru-
ments, the speakers at the
meeting stressed.

PNS     �����   JAJPUR

A man and his son were
electrocuted when they came
in contact with a live electric
wire in Bengapatia village un-
der Danagadi block in Jajpur
district on Sunday.

The deceased were identified
as Ganesh Mandal and his son
Ashu. Ganesh's wife Tulasi,
who was critically injured in
the incident, was admitted to

a hospital.
As per reports, some electri-

cal work was going on in their
house when the trio came in
contact with a live wire and
fell unconscious. Thereafter,
they were rushed to a nearby
hospital, where the attending
doctors declared Ganesh and
Ashu dead. On getting infor-
mation, police arrived at the
spot and sent the bodies for
postmortem.

PNS     �����   KEONJHAR

Four employees sustained
injuries when a major fire
broke out in a shopping mall
in Keonjhar district on Sun-
day. The fire incident occurred
in the building of Reliance
Trends at Anandpur in the dis-
trict in the afternoon.

Thick smoke was found bil-
lowing out of the building,
which was open at the time.

Getting information, Fire
Service personnel rushed to the
spot and launched an opera-
tion to extinguish the blaze.
At least four fire tenders were
pressed into service to bring
the fire under control.

The Fire Service personnel
managed to rescue eight em-
ployees trapped in the smoke-
filled mall. Four of the staffs
who had sustained injuries
were rushed to a local hospital.

Fortunately, no customer
was present in the mall at the
time the fire broke out. Fire
Service officials suspected that
the fire might have started due
to a short circuit of electrical
connections in the building.
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Courts have to take a par-
ticipatory role in a trial and

not act as "mere tape
recorders", the Supreme Court
said here and lamented that
there is "practically no effective
and meaningful cross-exami-
nation" by public prosecutors of
any hostile witness during
hearings of criminal appeals.
The apex court said a judge has
to monitor the proceedings in
aid of justice and, even if the
prosecutor is remiss or lethar-
gic in some ways, the court
should control the proceedings
effectively so that the truth is
arrived at.
Observing that relations
between the public prosecution
service and the judiciary are the
very cornerstone of the crimi-
nal justice system, a bench
headed by Chief Justice D Y
Chandrachud said time and
again, the top court has said

that there should not be any
element of political considera-
tion in matters like appoint-
ment to post of public prose-
cutor etc.
The observations by the bench,
also comprising Justices J B
Pardiwala and Manoj Misra,
came in a judgement while
upholding the conviction and
life sentence awarded to a man
for murdering his wife in 1995.
"It is the duty of the court to
arrive at the truth and subserve
the ends of justice. The courts
have to take a participatory role
in the trial and not act as mere
tape recorders to record what-
ever is being stated by the wit-
nesses," the bench said in its
verdict delivered on Friday.
It said the court must be con-
scious of serious pitfalls and
dereliction of duty on the part
of the prosecuting agency.
The bench said a judge is
expected to actively participate
in the trial, and elicit necessary

materials from the witnesses in
the appropriate context which
he feels necessary for reaching
the correct conclusion.
It said any crime committed
against an individual is a crime
against the entire society and in
such circumstances, neither
the public prosecutor nor the
presiding officer of the trial
court can afford to remain
remiss or lackadaisical in any
manner.
The apex court said while
making appointments, like for
the post of public prosecutor,
the only consideration for the
government should be the
merit of the person.
"The person should be not
only competent, but he should
also be a man of impeccable
character and integrity. He
should be a person who should
be able to work independent-
ly without any reservations,
dictates or other constraints," it
said.

The bench noted that public
prosecutors, who are responsi-
ble for conducting prosecutions
and may appeal against the
court decisions, are one of the
judges' natural counterparts in
the trial proceedings and also
in the broader context of man-
agement of the system of crim-

inal law.
Observing that free and fair
trial is the very foundation of
criminal jurisprudence, the
bench said, "There is a reason-
able apprehension in the mind
of the public at large that the
criminal trial is neither free nor
fair with the prosecutor

appointed by the state govern-
ment conducting the trial in a
manner where frequently the
prosecution witnesses turn hos-
tile".
It noted that over a period of
time, the apex court has
noticed while hearing criminal
appeals that there is practical-
ly no effective and meaningful
cross-examination by the pub-
lic prosecutor of a hostile wit-
ness.
"The only thing that the pub-
lic prosecutor would do is to
bring the contradictions on
record and thereafter prove
such contradictions through
the evidence of the investigat-
ing officer. This is not suffi-
cient," it said.
"What we are trying to convey
is that it is the duty of the pub-
lic prosecutor to cross-examine
a hostile witness in detail and
try to elucidate the truth and
also establish that the witness
is speaking a lie and has delib-

erately resiled from his police
statement recorded under sec-
tion 161 of the CrPC," the
bench said.
The top court was dealing with
an appeal filed by the convict
challenging the May 2014
judgement of the Delhi High
Court which had affirmed his
conviction and life term award-
ed to him by the trial court.
According to the prosecution,
the appellant had married in
1982 and in December 1995, he
murdered his wife due to their
strained marital relationship.
The police had claimed that his
minor daughter, who was five
years old at the time of the inci-
dent, was the sole eye-witness
to the incident.
The bench noted that during
the trial, the minor failed to
support the prosecution's case
and was declared a hostile wit-
ness.
While dismissing the appeal,
the apex court noted it should

not overlook the fact that the
appellant had inflicted 12 blows
with a knife on the deceased
who was unarmed and helpless.
"For all the foregoing reasons,
we have reached to the con-
clusion that the high court
committed no error in affirm-
ing the judgment and order of
conviction passed by the trial
court, holding the appellant
guilty of the offence of murder
of his wife," it said.
Noting that the appellant has

undergone almost 11 years of
imprisonment so far and is
about 65 years old, the bench
granted him liberty to prefer an
appropriate representation
addressed to the state govern-
ment praying for remission of
sentence.
It said if any such representa-
tion is filed by the appellant, the
state shall look into it and take
an appropriate decision in
accordance with law within
four weeks.
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The Food Safety and
Standards Authority of

India (FSSAI) has refuted
recent media reports claiming
that it has permitted higher
pesticide residue levels in
herbs and spices. Labeling
these reports as "false and
malicious," the food safety
regulator
"Some media reports are
claiming that the Food Safety
and Standards Authority of
India (FSSAI) allows ten
times more pesticide residue
in herbs and spices. Such
reports are false and mali-
cious," FSSAI said in a state-
ment here.
The top food authority
emphasised that  India
upholds some of the most
stringent Maximum Residue
Limits (MRLs) in the world.
The authority explained that
the MRLs for pesticides are
established specifically for
various food commodities
based on thorough r isk
assessments. This approach
ensures the safety standards
are tailored to the dietary con-
sumption patterns of the
Indian populat ion and
address health concerns
across all age groups.
“India has one of the most
str ingent standards of
Maximum Residue Limits
(MRLs) in the world.
Additionally, a pesticide reg-
istered on many food com-
modities  with dif ferent
Maximum Residue Levels
(MRL) is based on risk assess-
ment data,” it added.
The FSSAI, a statutory body
under the Union Health
Ministry, said the MRL of
0.01 mg/kg was applicable in
case of pesticides. 
The limit was increased to 0.1

mg/kg only in cases of spices
and is applicable only for
those pesticides which are
not registered in India by
Central Insecticides Board &
Registration Committee (CIB
& RC). The move was rec-
ommended by the Scientific
Panel on Pesticide Residues.
As per FSSAI, the MRLs fixed
by CODEX for Myclobutanil
used for Chilli is 20 mg/kg
whereas the limit set by FSSAI
is 2mg/kg. For Spiromesifen,
used for Chilli, Codex limit is
5 mg/kg whereas FSSAI limit
is 1 mg/kg. Similarly, Codex
standards for Metalaxyl and
Metalaxyl-M used for black
pepper is 2mg/kg whereas
the limit set by FSSAI is 0.5
mg/kg.
The new Codex MRLs for
Dithiocarbamates, Phorate,
Triazophos and Profenophos
for Fennel is 0.1 mg/kg. FSSAI
aligns with the updated stan-
dards of MRLs set by Codex
Alimentarius Commission
(an International Food Safety
and Quality Standard setting
body created by WHO and
FAO of UN) and the
European Union, it said. 
The MRLs are dynamic in
nature and regularly revised
based on the scientific data.
This practice is aligned with
global standards and ensures
that MRL revisions are made
on a scientifically valid basis,
reflecting the latest findings
and international norms.
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Ateam of Ita l ian
researchers has developed

a biocompatible bandage
made of plant-based materi-
als that, loaded with vitamin
C, can accelerate the healing
process of burn wounds.
Published in the journal ACS
Applied Bio Materials, these
findings offer potential for the
development of similar prod-
ucts to treat various types of
skin injuries, including lacer-
at ions and ulcers .
Additionally, the new bandage
represents a promising, envi-
ronmentally sustainable alter-
native to skin patches.
Following a burn, the affect-
ed area typically undergoes
redness and swelling as a
result of inflammation, the
body’s natural defense mech-
anism. Yet, excessive inflam-
mation can counterproduc-
tively trigger the generation of
oxygen free radicals, imped-
ing the healing process.
Addressing this concern,
researchers at Istituto Italiano
di Tecnologia (IIT) devised a
biocompatible bandage capa-
ble of blocking an excessive
increase in the level of inflam-
mation and reducing the
number of free radicals, thus
shortening the time needed
for healing. Furthermore, the
bandage naturally degrades

within a few days, mitigating
concerns about additional
waste generation.
The bandage is made from a
new biodegradable material
developed by the team, con-
sisting of zein, a protein
obtained from maize; pectin,
a sugar found in the peel of
many fruits, like for example
an apple; and soy lecithin, a
substance sourced from the
like-named plant.
Exploiting its porous texture,
the bandage is impregnated
with Vitamin C, renowned for
its innate anti-inflammatory
and antioxidant properties.
Once applied to the burn, it
gradually releases Vitamin C,
thereby stabilizing inflam-
mation levels and mitigating
the production of free radi-
cals.
The product’s compatibility
with human cells, a key fea-
ture determining its possible
future use on human beings,
has been demonstrated by in

vitro laboratory tests on ker-
atinocytes, the cells that con-
stitute the skin.
These tests have also shown
that the levels of three key
molecules linked to inflam-
mation (interleukins IL-1ß,
IL-6, and tumor growing fac-
tor TNF-a) decreased by 50%
in the presence of the ban-
dage, compared to when it
was not in place. To validate
these results, a series of pre-
clinical tests were performed.
“For this bandage, we began

with the idea of using solely
materials of natural origin,
but now we would like to go
even further,” said Fabrizio
Fiorentini, researcher at the
Smart Materials laboratory.
“The objective will be to cre-
ate a very similar product, but
using substances derived from
food waste in order to satis-
fy the circular economy con-
cept.”
“This is just one of the possi-
ble applications for this cate-
gory of smart materials,” said
Athanassia Athanassiou,
Principal Investigator of IIT’s
Smart Materials Unit. “We are
working on other devices
capable of speeding up heal-
ing, not only of burns, but
also various other types of
wounds such as lacerations or
skin ulcers, pathologies that
affect over half a million peo-
ple in Italy and often limit
personal independence.”
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Rotavirus vaccines do not
cause significant outbreaks

of the disease in neonatal inten-
sive care units (NICUs),
according to a report to be pre-
sented at the ongoing Pediatric
Academic Societies (PAS) 2024
Meeting, being held in Toronto.
The findings are important,
study authors say, because
many NICUs avoid vaccinating
against rotavirus due to a the-
oretical risk of transmission, yet
some infants are too old to
receive the vaccine once dis-
charged from the NICU. The
study conducted at Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia eval-
uated the risk of vaccinated
patients transferring rotavirus
to unvaccinated patients in
NICUs that administer the
vaccine.
According to researchers,
preterm infants are at higher
risk of the highly contagious
but preventable virus, yet few
receive the vaccine in hospital
settings. The rotavirus vaccine
contains a weakened form of
the virus to produce a stronger
immune response.
The study found that 99.3% of
non-vaccinated patients
exposed to vaccinated patients
did not test positive for the dis-
ease. <
Non-vaccinated patients that
contracted rotavirus had no

symptoms after 14 days,
according to the study.
“Immunization with rotavirus
vaccine has been standard
practice in the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia NICU
since 2007, and the safety of
this practice was supported by
retrospective clinical data pub-
lished in Pediatrics in 2014 –
however this remains an
uncommon practice in NICUs
across the United States,” said
Kathleen Gibbs, MD, the
study’s lead neonatologist from
Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia.
“Our yearlong, prospective
study done in collaboration
with the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention sug-
gests that benefits of vaccinat-
ing NICU patients against
rotavirus outweigh risks.
Inpatient vaccination allows
protection of a vulnerable pop-
ulation against a common, pre-
ventable cause of severe diar-
rheal illness.”
The study analyzed 3,448 week-
ly stool samples from 774
patients between January 2021-
January 2022.
Rotavirus spreads easily among
infants and young children.
The virus can cause severe
watery diarrhea, vomiting,
fever, and abdominal pain.
Children who get rotavirus
disease can become dehydrat-
ed and may need to be hospi-
talized.
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Members of the
Opposition and particu-

larly the INDIA bloc partners
led by Congress on Sunday
said the attack in Poonch is
part of a worrying trend of ter-
ror attacks in the area and
asserted that after Lok Sabha
election results the party and
its INDIA bloc partners will
leave no stone unturned in
strengthening the counter-ter-
rorism grid in Jammu and
Kashmir.
While Congress president
Mallikarjun Kharge said the
Congress strongly and
unequivocally condemns this
"dastardly terror attack" and
joins the nation in standing
together against terrorism,
former party chief Rahul
Gandhi said the cowardly ter-

rorist attack on the security
personnel convoy in Poonch,
Jammu and Kashmir is "very
shameful and sad".
"I pay my humble tribute to
the martyred soldier and
express my condolences to
his bereaved family. I hope for
the speedy recovery of the sol-
diers injured in the attack," he
said on X on Saturday.
National Conference presi-
dent Farooq Abdullah said
the menace of terror is still
alive in the Union Territory.
Abdullah, a former chief min-
ister, said the BJP govern-
ment's claim that Article 370
was responsible for terrorism
now stands exposed, reiterat-
ing his stand that only dia-
logue between India and
Pakistan can end the threat in
the region.
"That area has been disturbed
for many months. Incidents

have taken place in Rajouri,
Surankote and other adjacent
areas," he said and paid his
tributes to the dead and prayed
for early recovery of the
injured.
Congress chief spokesman
Jairam Ramesh claimed that

while there were "no major
incidents of terrorism in this
area between 2007 and 2014",
the Surankote terrorist attack
is part of a worrying trend of
terror attacks, particularly
against security personnel, in
the hilly Rajouri-Poonch areas

situated near the Line of
Control.
After June 4, the Congress and
its INDIA bloc partners will
leave no stone unturned in
strengthening the counter-ter-
rorism grid by fully support-
ing our brave soldiers, Ramesh

asserted.
AAP leader and Delhi
Minister Saurabh Bharadwaj
also condemned the attack,
calling it “despicable, shame-
ful and cowardly act of the ter-
rorists”. He also prayed for the
speedy recovery of the injured
soldiers.
Part of the INDIA bloc, Shiv
Sena (UBT) leader Sanjay Raut
hit out at the prime minister
over the attack in Jammu and
Kashmir. "Yesterday, in broad
daylight, our soldiers were
attacked and killed. He will not
talk about this in Ayodhya.
(He will) just seek votes in the
name of Lord Ram," Raut
said.
RJD leader and former Bihar

Deputy CM Tejashwi Yadav
condemned the militant attack
and said he and his party join
the nation in standing togeth-
er against terrorism.
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The Center has instructed
States to monitor cases of

brain stem deaths in ICU
patients, citing poor identifi-
cation and certification of
such cases as a factor con-
tributing to low organ dona-
tion rates in the country. The
advisory aims to boost organ
donation rates, which are cur-
rently less than one donor per
million population.
"The organ donation rate in

India continues to be low
(less than one donor per mil-
lion population in a year).
One of the key challenges
identified in this is poor iden-
tification and certification of
brain stem death (BSD) cases
despite availability of many
such potential cases," Director
of National Organ and Tissue
Transplant Organization
(NOTTO) Dr Anil Kumar
stated in the letter to the
states.

As per provisions of "The
Transplantation of Human
Organs Tissues Act, 1994", it
is required to identify poten-
tial brain stem death cases in
the ICU.
Further, it is mandatory to

enquire whether such poten-
tial donors had pledged for
organ donation and if not to
make the family members
aware of the opportunity to

donate organs before the
heart stops under the law, he
said.
The doctor on duty, with the
help of transplant coordina-
tor, is required to make the
above-mentioned inquiry
after certification of such
BSD cases, Kumar said in
the letter sent to all states and
UTs and directors of region-
al and state organ and tissue
transplant organisat ion
(ROTTOs and SOTTOs) last
month. Kumar said every
institution is requested to
facilitate and monitor the
certification of BSD cases to
ensure compliance of provi-
sions of the Act and Rules.

In his letter, the official
attached a template of
'required request display
board' that is to be placed out-
side ICUs, emergency or any
other strategic location in the

hospital. He also attached a
list of information to be col-
lected from the hospitals on a
regular monthly basis.
The head of the institution

and respective SOTTO should
analyse the collected infor-
mation and the corrective
actions must be taken with
the aim to maximise organ
donation from all potential
donors, he said.

Further, all SOTTOs are
requested to collect such
information as per the list
from each registered hospital
and send it to the NOTTO by
the seventh of every subse-
quent month, the letter said.
"I seek your cooperation and
support for augmenting the
organ donation rate in the
country so as to achieve self-
sufficiency in the field of
deceased organ donation,"
the letter added.
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Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra will lead

the Lok Sabha poll campaign in
Rae Bareli and Amethi, and
camp in these parliamentary
constituencies in Uttar Pradesh
from Monday to ensure the
party's victory in the two high-
profile seats, according to
sources.
Ending days of suspense, the
Congress on Friday announced
that Rahul Gandhi will contest
the Lok Sabha elections from
Rae Bareli, the constituency
held by his mother Sonia
Gandhi for the last two
decades, and Kishori Lal
Sharma, a close aide of the
Gandhi family, will fight from
Amethi.AICC sources said
Priyanka Gandhi has already
taken command of the cam-
paigns and will remain camped

in Rae Bareli and Amethi from
Monday onwards, till the end
of polls. She will campaign
aggressively to ensure the vic-
tory of her brother Rahul
Gandhi and Sharma.
With Rahul Gandhi cam-
paigning across India, Priyanka
Gandhi has taken it upon her-

self to take charge of the cam-
paigns in the two family bas-
tions. The Congress has
resolved to ensure victory from
Rae Bareli with a big margin
and also take back Amethi
where BJP leader Smriti Irani
had defeated Rahul Gandhi in
the 2019 Lok Sabha polls, they

said.
"She (Priyanka Gandhi) will
spearhead the campaign in
Amethi and Rae Bareli. She will
be there in the two con-
stituencies till the election in
both the constituencies," a
source said. Priyanka Gandhi
will be holding hundreds of
'nukkad sabhas', meetings and
door-to-door campaign pro-
grammes, the sources said.
"The centre will be Rae Bareli
where she will be stationed at
a guest house. From booth
management to outreach,
everything would be handled
by her," the source said.
Already outreach has started
with freedom fighters' families
and those who have had famil-
ial ties with the Gandhi fami-
ly for decades, the sources
said. She will also monitor the
digital and social media cam-
paign in the two constituencies,
they said.
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The Congress on Sunday
said there were many dis-

crepancies in the investigation
conducted previously into
Rohith Vemula's death in 2016
and asserted that its govern-
ment in Telangana will leave
no stone unturned to ensure
justice for his family.
Police in Telangana have filed
a closure report before a court
in its probe into the death of
Rohith Vemula, a student of
the University of Hyderabad,
claiming he was not a Dalit
and died by suicide in 2016 as
he feared that his "real caste"
would be discovered.
Congress general secretary,
organisation, K C Venugopal,
said Rohith Vemula's death

was a grave atrocity that com-
pletely exposed the "anti-Dalit
mindset" of the BJP.
"The Congress, including
Rahul Gandhi ji, has stood
with Rohith Vemula's family
through this difficult period,"
he said in a post on X.
As has been clarified by the
Telangana Police, the closure
report concerned was pre-
pared in June 2023, Venugopal
said.
"There were many discrepan-
cies in the investigation con-
ducted previously. 
The Congress government in
Telangana will leave no stone
unturned to ensure justice for
Rohith's family," he asserted.
The Congress came to power
in the state last year by defeat-
ing the Bharat Rashtra Samithi
(BRS).
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Rahul Gandhi has “no
fire but the Congress is
playing with fire” by

attempting to create a Hindu-
Muslim divide for electoral
gains, Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh said here even
as he asserted that the NDA
will cross the 400-seat mark
in Lok Sabha polls and the
BJP will improve its tally in
most of the states.
In a free-wheeling interview
to PTI, Singh also indicated
that the BJP will implement
its big-ticket plans like
rolling out of Uniform Civil
Code (UCC) and the ‘One
Nation One Election’ push in
its third consecutive term.
The defence minister, who
has been vigorously
campaigning across the
country, said Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi does not have
the fire in his belly to put up
a spirited fight in the polls.
Singh also said that the BJP
government will never
change the Constitution or
end reservations, and
accused the Congress of
creating “fear psychosis” and
resorting to spreading
misinformation for “vote-
bank” politics.
The defence minister blasted
Congress for spreading
“canards” that the BJP will
change the Constitution if it
returns to power and
especially stressed that there
was no question of changing
the Preamble of the
Constitution.
His assurance that the
Preamble will not be changed

addresses concerns among
critics that the word ‘secular’
to describe India could be
removed by the BJP if it
retains power.
Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi has been alleging
that BJP will “tear up and
throw away” the
Constitution if it retains
power. Some other Congress
functionaries had expressed
apprehensions that the BJP
may drop the word “secular”
from the Preamble of the
Constitution.
“Congress brought
constitutional amendments
80 times. They changed the
Preamble during the
Emergency,” the defence
minister said.
“The BJP will never change
the Constitution.
Constitution- makers never
imagined that there would be
changes in the Preamble. You
(Congress) only acted to hurt
the core idea of the
Constitution,” he said in the
interview on Saturday.
“There is no question of
changing the Preamble of the
Constitution. They changed
it and now they are making
baseless allegations against
us,” the BJP leader added.
The Preamble to the
Constitution of India
presents the basic principles
of the Constitution. The
42nd Amendment in 1976
changed the description of
India from a “sovereign
democratic republic” to a
“sovereign socialist secular
democratic republic”.
“They (Congress) are trying
to get people’s support by

instilling fear among the
citizens,” Singh said.
Attacking Congress, he said
former Pakistani minister
Chaudhry Fawad Hussain’s
“praise” of Rahul Gandhi is a
matter of “grave concern”
and his party must explain
the “deep love” for its leader
from a country that always
attempted to destabilise
India.
“There must be a reason
behind this deep love (agadh
prem) from a country that
has been trying to destabilise
India. It is a matter of grave
concern and India wants to
know the reason behind this
love,” he said.

Chaudhry -- infamous for
boasting about Pakistan’s
hand in the 2019 Pulwama
terror attack -- had on May 1
posted on ‘X’ excerpts from a
speech by Gandhi with the
caption “Rahul on fire” that
drew sharp criticism from
BJP leaders.
“If a former minister of a
country that has been
attempting to destabilise
India praises (Rahul), then it
is a matter of concern. The
Congress owes an
explanation about its
relationship with Pakistan,”
the defence minister said.
On the overall political
landscape, the defence

minister accused the
Congress of attempting to
disturb social harmony and
trying to create tensions on
the religious lines.
“They are attempting to
create a Hindu-Muslim
divide for electoral gains.
The Congress is trying to
create tensions on the
religious lines,” he alleged.
“The Congress wants to
disturb social harmony. They
look at the Muslim
community only as a vote
bank. I have a suggestion for
them -- politics should not be
done only for forming
governments. The aim of
politics should be for nation-

building,” he said. “Rahul
Gandhi has no fire but the
Congress is playing with
fire,” he said.
The defence minister also
said that he was confident
that the National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) would cross
400 seats and the BJP would
get over 370 as these
projections were made after a
detailed assessment of the
ground situation and not
made only for public
consumption.
Singh said the people of the
country will repose their
faith in Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the BJP’s
tally will improve
significantly based on the
performance of the
government in the last five
years. “Our seats will
increase in Uttar Pradesh and
West Bengal and we will get
some seats in Tamil Nadu.
Our account will open in
Kerala as well. We are
winning a good number of
seats in Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana,” he said.
“We will increase our tally in
Odisha, Jharkhand and
Assam. We are sweeping
Chhattisgarh,” he said, noting
that BJP will cross the 370-
mark.
The defence minister said the
BJP is set to win up to 75
seats in politically crucial
Uttar Pradesh.
Asked whether the BJP’s seats
in Maharashtra will come
down, he did not give a direct
reply but said there may be
some adjustments here and
there.
The BJP leader also came

down hard on the Congress
for its plan to “redistribute”
wealth, saying it will have
disastrous consequences for
the country’s economy.
“The concept of
redistribution of wealth will
trigger recession. Argentina
and Venezuela implemented
it and faced disastrous
consequences. The investors
will lose confidence in India,”
Singh said.
On the BJP’s big-ticket plans
like the implementation of
UCC and ‘One Nation One
Poll’ push in if it retains
power, Singh said his party
fulfils promises that it makes
to the people of India.
In its manifesto, the BJP
pledged to implement the
Uniform Civil Code (UCC) if
it returns to power after the
general elections. It also
mentioned that the party will
move forward with a resolve
to realise the idea of ‘One
Nation, One Election’
“We always fulfil our
commitments. We will never
allow any question mark on
our credibility and will not
compromise on the country’s
unity and integrity. We
implement whatever we say
in our manifesto. We have to
do whatever we say,” Singh
said.
“We will go for ‘One Nation
One Election. We will take
views of every quarter
including all political parties
on it,” he said.
On UCC, the defence
minister said even the
Constitution-makers felt a
need for it, as it is mentioned
in the directive principles.

“The Congress wants to
create fear psychosis; they
want to use the Hindu-
Muslim card,” he said.
“They do not have any issue.
They want to form a
government by dividing the
society in the name of caste,
creed and religion and they
have always done it,” he
alleged.
Asked about the relatively
lower voting percentage that
ranged from 66-67 per cent
in the first two phases of the
elections, Singh said it was
not a matter of concern for
the BJP.
The defence minister said the
opposition parties are not
being able to enthuse their
supporters to come out and
vote.
On the issue of reservation,
Singh alleged that the
Congress is misleading the
nation.
“The Congress is trying to
mislead people. There will
not be any end to
reservations. They are
making false allegations
against us,” Singh said.
The Congress has also asked
the BJP leaders to clear the
party’s stance on whether it
would remove the 50 per cent
cap on reservation for the
Scheduled Castes, the
Scheduled Tribes, and the
Other Backward Classes.
“We will not tinker with the
reservations at all,” Singh
said while replying to a
query.
The Congress has promised
to remove the 50 per cent cap
on reservations for SC, ST
and OBC.
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Uttarakhand Chief Minister Pushkar
Singh Dhami on Sunday said that

Congress has no support left in its once-
considered bastions. 
Attacking Rahul Gandhi for not
contesting from the Amethi Lok Sabha
seat this time, Dhami said, “No ground
has left for Congress anywhere in the
country on seats once considered their
traditional seats.” 
On Fire incidents in Uttarakhand,
Dhami, who was speaking to reporters
on the sidelines of a rally here, said the
authorities have filed more than 350
FIRs in this connection.
“We conducted a review meeting on
Saturday and responsibilities have been
given to officers. We are also working on
the Char Dham Yatra, which is about to
start,” he said.
Asked about giving a ticket to Brij
Bhushan Sharan Singh’s son from the
Kaiserganj seat, he said the Samajwadi
Party is a dynastic party and not the BJP.
Former Wrestling Federation of India
chief Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh is
accused of sexually assaulting several
female wrestlers. A case was filed against
him by the Delhi Police last year.
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With just two days left for the
second phase of the Lok

Sabha polls in Karnataka, the
Election Commission has made
elaborate arrangements to increase
voter turnout amid the soaring
temperatures in the 14
constituencies that go to the polls
on May 7.
The first phase of the general
elections in 14 of Karnataka’s 28
Lok Sabha constituencies was held
on April 26, and the second, for the
rest of the 14 segments, is on May 7.
From arranging shamianas and
tents, additional fans and drinking
water facilities, to keeping
ambulances on standby and using
adjacent rooms of the polling booth
as waiting areas, the Election
Commission is making efforts to
ensure that the polling percentage

is not affected due to the “harsh
summer”. There are 28,269 polling
stations in these 14 constituencies -
- Chikkodi, Belgaum, Bagalkot,
Bijapur, Gulbarga, Raichur, Bidar,
Koppal, Bellary, Haveri, Dharwad,
Uttara Kannada, Davangere and
Shimoga --which are going to the
polls on May 7. In this first phase,
Karnataka recorded 69.56 per cent
voter turnout. Speaking to PTI,
Karnataka Chief Electoral Officer
Manoj Kumar Meena said the
constituencies where polling will
take place on May 7 are in North
Karnataka region and the
temperature is slightly high there,
“so we have made all necessary
arrangements to ensure that people
aren’t deterred from coming out of
their homes to vote.” He further
said, “It is a harsh summer, so we
are making special arrangements to
mitigate this temperature, (and the

possibility of) stroke, dehydration...
So, we are making special
arrangements for shades, drinking
water, fans wherever required at the
polling stations.” The poll body has
also roped in ASHA workers and
Auxiliary Nurse Midwife (ANM)
workers to handle any medical
emergency that may arise at the
polling stations. “We also have
local-level health workers including
ASHA workers and ANMs from
primary health centres, so they will
have basic medical kits to ensure
that first aid is given to voters and
polling officials in case of any
medical emergency,” he said.
Ambulances have also been kept
ready in a cluster of polling stations
so that patients requiring more
than first aid can be quickly taken
to hospital, he added.
The priority is to ensure the safety
and well-being of poll officials and
voters, especially senior citizens
and persons with disabilities.
Adequate number of tents and
umbrellas for shade, and chairs to
seat the officials and voters have
been provided at the polling
stations to ensure that they are not
exposed to direct sunlight. “All
arrangements are being done to
ensure that people have a pleasant
experience and that the harsh
summer will not deter them from
coming to vote. We will do our best
to see that people will not face any
problem,” the CEO said. There are a
total of 2,59,52,958 electors in these
14 constituencies, out of which
1,29,83,406 are male, 1,29,67,607
are female and 1,945 are others.
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Congress general secretary
in-charge of Assam

Jitendra Singh on Sunday
said the party will approach
the courts for
disqualification of its MLAs
who are involved in “anti-
party” activities after the
Assembly Speaker “failed” to
act on its petitions to cancel
their membership of the
House.
“We have already written to
the Speaker seeking
disqualification of Congress
MLAs indulging in anti-
party activities. That the
Speaker is not acting against
them shows that the BJP
government is not following
rules,” Singh said, addressing
a press conference here.
He said the party will now
approach the high court and
even the Supreme Court, if
needed, to get these
legislators disqualified.
The state’s principal

opposition party has
submitted multiple petitions
to Assembly Speaker Biswajit
Daimary seeking
disqualification of at least
five MLAs for various “anti-
party” activities, like lending
support to the government,
voting against party nominee

in Rajya Sabha poll and
campaigning against the
party candidate in Lok Sabha
elections.
On recent show-cause notice
to Goalpara (West) MLA
Abdul Rashid Mandal, Singh
said, “There was a complaint
against him and he was

served show-cause notice.
He has given his reply. It is
being studied and follow up
action will be taken.”
AICC general secretary Ajoy
Kumar, also speaking at the
same press meet, claimed
that Assam Chief Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma wants
to return to the Congress,
which he had left for the BJP
in 2015.
“We hear that he wants to
return and is evaluating the
options, once Narendra
Modi loses this election. But
the Congress will never
accept a turncoat like him,”
Kumar, the party in-charge
for Odisha, Tamil Nadu and
Puducherry, claimed.
Alleging large-scale
corruption against Sarma, he
said, “I have come from the
second most corrupt state
(Odisha) to the most corrupt
state (Assam) in the
country.”
He claimed that the BJP-led
government has “failed” the

state on all fronts, with rising
unemployment and
corruption in the name of
building roads and other
infrastructure, among
others.
“Unemployment has
increased by 7 per cent on
one hand, and liquor shops
are mushrooming on the
other hand. The youth, who
have no jobs, are getting
addicted to the easily
available liquor. Sarma has
become the ‘liquor man of
India’,” Kumar alleged.
The AICC leader alleged that
the Modi government has
“failed” on economic,
employment and national
security fronts.
Money is concentrated at the
hands of a few people
leading to a greater rich-
poor divide, unemployment
is rising and the PM remains
silent on China and
Pakistan-based militants
continue to carry out attacks,
he claimed.
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Andhra Pradesh Chief
Electoral Officer

Mukesh Kumar Meena on
Sunday said that the Election
Commission will facilitate
another opportunity to vote
for employees on election
duty who missed exercising
their franchise.
During a visit to
Vizianagaram to check
voting facilities, the CEO

noted that such employees
will be given the opportunity
on May 7 and 8.
“We are working with the
goal to ensure that every
employee discharging
election duties will be
offered the postal ballot
facility,” said Meena in a
press release.
In the event of eligible
employees not finding their
names on the postal ballot
list and also in case of not
applying for this facility,

Meena said they can still go
ahead and include their
name to vote by producing
the election duty order and
identity card at their relevant
facilitation centres.
“Home voting and postal
ballot voting for all will be
completed by (the) 9th of
this month (May),” the CEO
told PTI. Further, he
highlighted that minimum
facilities and helpdesks have
been arranged at all
facilitation centres.
Besides making all the
necessary arrangements for
conducting polls in the
southern state, Meena
observed that election staff
have already undergone two
rounds of training.
Moreover, he noted that
cash, liquor and other
inducements worth Rs 450
crore have been seized in the
run-up to polls until now.
Elections for the 175-
member Assembly and 25
Lok Sabha seats in Andhra
Pradesh are scheduled on
May 13.
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Karnataka Home Minister
Dr G Parameshwara on

Sunday said a Blue Corner
notice has been issued and
Interpol’s help is being taken
to bring NDA’s Hassan Lok
Sabha candidate Prajwal
Revanna, who is facing sexual
harassment cases, back to
India.
A Blue Corner Notice is
issued by the international
police cooperation body to
collect additional
information from its member

countries about a person’s
identity, location or activities
in relation to a crime.
The minister said the Special
Investigation Team formed to
probe the sex scandal will
decide on how to bring
Prajwal back.
“Already Blue Corner notice
has been issued. The Interpol
will inform all the countries
and locate him,”
Parameshwara told reporters
here.
Appreciating the work of SIT,
formed to probe the case, he
said the team is doing its job

and has acted as per law on
the complaints it has
received.
He recalled it has arrested the
‘accused,’ apparently referring
to Prajwal’s father HD
Revanna, who was
apprehended in an abduction
case.
Prajwal’s father Revanna, a
JD(S) MLA, is also facing
molestation and kidnapping
charges, and has been
arrested by the SIT on
Saturday.
He was arrested by the sleuths
of SIT on Saturday in the
kidnapping case linked to
sexual abuse allegations
against his son Prajwal. He
was picked up soon after a
court here rejected his
anticipatory bail plea. 
Explicit video clips allegedly
involving the 33-year-old
Prajwal, grandson of JD(S)
patriarch and former Prime
Minister Deve Gowda, had
started making the rounds
in Hassan in recent days,
following which the state
government constituted the
SIT to probe the sexual
abuse allegations against 
the MP.

Congress playing with fire by attempting Hindu, Muslim divide: Rajnath
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While some suggest
that work from
home (WFH) offers

greater autonomy, leading to
increased family time and
reduced commuting, others
argue that it blurs the bound-
aries between work and
home, potentially diminish-
ing productivity. The co-loca-
tion of work and home dur-
ing WFH blurs the tradition-
al separation between the
workplace and the family
domain. This integration can
exacerbate conflicts between
work and home responsibil-
ities, resulting in heightened
levels of job dissatisfaction,
anxiety and disengagement
from work.
As individuals possess finite
personal resources such as
energy and attention, focus-
ing on one role often depletes
resources for another. For
instance, individuals working
from home full-time may
frequently transition between
work responsibilities and
home duties, such as pausing
work to attend to childcare or
household tasks. These tran-
sitions can further strain indi-
viduals’ capacity to effective-
ly manage both work and per-
sonal responsibilities.
Boundary theory has become

increasingly relevant in the
context of WFH. Expanding
upon this theory, it is
observed that employees are
more likely to transition
between different roles on
days when they are telecom-
muting compared to when
they are physically present in
the office. When employees
work from home, both their
work and home roles con-
verge within the same phys-
ical space, creating a unique
dynamic.
According to boundary the-
ory, the nature of these role
transitions can significantly
impact conflicts between
work and home domains.
Certain types of role transi-
tions may facilitate the blend-
ing of work and home
responsibilities. For exam-
ple, interrupting work to
attend to familial duties, such
as picking up children from

school, can lead to conflicts
arising from the home
encroaching upon work time
(home-work conflict).
Subsequently, resuming work
after attending to such
responsibilities may trigger
conflicts stemming from
work encroaching upon
home life (work-home con-
flict).
Organisations play a pivotal
role in supporting employees
by offering flexibility, partic-
ularly on days when they
work from home, thereby
assisting them in managing
conflicts that arise when their
work and home roles inter-
sect. However, relying solely
on organisational support
may not offer a comprehen-
sive solution.
The concept of self-leadership
becomes invaluable during
periods when employees face
challenges arising from the
blurred boundaries between
work and home, particularly
on remote workdays. The
considerable expansion of
remote and hybrid work in
the aftermath of the pandem-
ic underscores the impor-
tance for employees to proac-
tively manage their responsi-
bilities. Although remote
work was not unprecedented,

its widespread adoption dur-
ing and following the pan-
demic has been unmistakable.
Evidence suggests that diverse
remote work arrangements,
encompassing hybrid models
and full-time remote setups,
are poised to remain promi-
nent in the future of work.
While remote work has
revealed advantages such as
increased flexibility and job
satisfaction, its implementa-
tion has also presented new
hurdles. These include dimin-
ished managerial support,
which can dampen profes-
sional creativity, hinder the
willingness to share new ideas
and diminish confidence.
The complexities of remote
work, ranging from varying
locations and home working
conditions to frequent inter-
ruptions and diminished
focus, emphasise the impor-
tance of self-leadership in
today’s professional realm.
Moreover, in the remote work
setting, there is a heightened
need for adaptability and the
ability to navigate challenges
independently, which har-
monises with the fundamen-
tal tenets of self-leadership.

(The writer is associated
professor, HR&OB, FIIB;

views are personal)
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Gandhi’s absence, has in a sense provid-
ed a cakewalk to the Smiriti Irani. 
It will be after 25 years that there are no
Gandhis in the fray from Amethi.
Gandhis not contesting from either of
these seats would have been a bad polit-
ical message and would have shattered
the confidence of Congress workers. 
In the eventuality of Rahul Gandhi win-
ning both Wayanad and Rae Bareli, he
has to leave either of the two and it
would be better if he retains Wayanad
to concentrate on the 2026 Kerala
assembly elections and leave Rae Bareli
for his sister Priaynka Vadhra to con-
test in the by-poll. With this strategy,
Gandhi would be able to revive the
Congress in Uttar Pradesh because,
without any Gandhi at the helm,
Congress could not expect to revive
itself in the State.

Bal Govind | Noida
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Madam — Apropos to news report,
“Woman staffer files complaint against
Bengal Governor,” published on May 3,

this is my response. A Raj Bhavan
employee who works in the telephone
room and stays at the residential quar-
ters on the campus itself, complained of
molestation against West Bengal (WB)
governor C V Ananda Bose on Thursday
evening, introducing an element of the
unprecedented in Bengal politics and
pitting the Trinamool Government and
the governor’s office in direct conflict in
the middle of an election season. It’s
important to investigate the allegations
against Bose carefully. 
A central agency should investigate
under a Supreme Court judge. If the
TMC Government is found to be try-
ing to defame him, it should be
scrapped. If there is any truth to the alle-
gations, the Governor should also be
punished. The truth must be revealed
and the innocent must be treated with
full dignity.

Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee |
Faridabad
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Madam — Apropos the news article,
“Modi’s advice to RaGa: ‘Daro mat,
bhaago mat’ “ published on May 5, this
is my response. Contesting from
Wayanad as well as Rae Bareli is “cow-
ardice” of ‘Shehzada’ indeed. Still, con-
testing from Vadodara as well as
Varanasi was an act of  “supreme brav-
ery” by a certain “Hindu Hriday
Samrat”! Relentless stalking of the
much-maligned “Pappu” and consistent
character assassination of him provide
direct testimony of who is in relentless
fear of Rahul Gandhi!
If Sonia Gandhi’s adoption of the Rajya
Sabha route proves her “escapist” mind-
set; hope this very same formula applies
to S.Jaishankars to Ashwini Vaishnaws
also!  Lots of thanks for shedding a del-
uge of tears for the “atrocities” upon
women in Sandeshkhali; but please let
at least a single teardrop make an
appearance for the spine-chilling gan-
grape murder and forced cremation of
the Dalit girl in Hathras, murder of the
little Kathua girl after gangrape and tor-
ture for days within a temple, mass gan-
grape and murder of women in 2002
Gujarat and gangrape and murder of
Kuki women in Manipur after getting
paraded naked! A Constitutional repre-
sentative claimed that Hindus are “sec-
ond class citizens” in Bengal, implying
which community is “first class.” This
is blatant communalism in our diverse
democracy.

Kajal Chatterjee | Kolkata
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Madam — Apropos the news article,
“Rae Bareli Rahul’s new battlefield,” pub-
lished on May 4, this is my response.
Gandhis have ended weeks of suspense
with a twist and chose Rae Bareli over
Amethi for Rahul Gandhi, there is no
doubt Rae Bareli is a safer seat than
Amethi in the current electoral context.
Putting Kishori Lal Sharma in Amethi,
who is an old Congress loyalist and
served both Amethi and RaeBareli in
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and their followers are free to
hold their views but that era
has passed and a new age has
dawned in India.
Following in step with the
moving train of time is wise
and not getting stuck in the
mud of the past. Here, it is also
wise to remember that Europe
no longer welcomes emigrants
and the USA is reportedly slow
and shows of much reluc-
tance. The only open space
appears to be Africa. One of
the loud messages of the Israel-
Hamas war in Gaza is that
emigrants are no longer wel-
come even in a West Asian
country, whether Egypt,
Jordan or any other. No neigh-
bour has lifted their fingers
toward the trigger for saving
the Gaza Heights. One
reminded of the ghazal by
Talat Mahmood “Jayein to
Jayein Kahan”. 
Mughal emperor Akbar
understood clearly even as a
boy it could be easy to rule
India if he made Hindus who
were 95 per cent of his empire
safe, happy and well-treated.
As a sign of his impartiality
between religions, he went, for
Muslims to the extreme extent
of not performing sunnat or
circumcision on his son Salim
who rose to become Jahangir,

the future emperor. This
Islamic king, if he were not
emperor, would have been
accused of being a murtad; or
apoState, fit for the death
penalty. His eventual innova-
tion was called Din-e-Ilahi. By
implication, he was replacing
Islam with a synthetic religion
that would include people of all
faiths. In practice, not a great
deal happened but it was a ges-
ture especially to the Hindus,
how much he was prepared to
go forward to placate their sen-
timents. This was not the end
of his vision but in a way only
the beginning. He abolished
the vexatious; jaziya tax which
Hindus had to pay to receive
protection from the State.
Whenever he conquered a
Rajput territory Akbar offered
the Hindu prince his territory
back under the Mughal
suzerainty, provided the prince
was prepared to align with and
even fight for the empire. That
indeed was a generous gesture
by not dispossessing the Rajput
of the kingdom completely and
ensuring him of a place in the
empire. He often offered to
marry a princess of the prin-
cipality. If his hand was accept-
ed, he did not ask the lady to
convert to Islam. There was no
better way of touching the

hearts of the Rajputs. In
recorded history, no Muslim
conqueror was this generous. 
In contrast, Aurangzeb was the
opposite. He went down to
desecrating and demolishing
Hindu temples like Vrindavan,
Mathura and Banaras.
Humiliating Hindus and
breaking their hearts was the
preferred point in his agenda.
To many, it would seem that
being emperor and ruling
Hindu India was merely his
pastime.
Alamgir Aurangzeb’s vicarious
cruelties extended much
beyond the demolition of tem-
ples. When he brought down
the Kashi Vishwanath temple
at Banaras, he left the western
gate of the Hindu edifice as it
was, so that every worshipper
would be reminded of what
the Mughals had done. When
he desecrated the Govind Dev
temple at Vrindavan, he
demolished the top two floors
only, leaving the bottom two
for the Hindus to see and feel
the humiliation. What benefit
could such conduct bring to a
ruler? Only Aurangzeb could
have known.

(The writer is a well-known
columnist, an author and a

former member of the Rajya
Sabha; views are personal)
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The bomb hoax received
by up to 285 schools in
and around Delhi,
reflects the burning
anger among extrem-

ists. Although the threatening
message from a Quranic text was
dispatched from a Russian elec-
tronic source, evidentially, the
email identities were sent from
Delhi, most probably from
Indians. The email was most
offensive to quote; “Did you real
think that there would be no
answer for all the evil you have
done? Since childhood, the fire of
jihad has been lit in our hearts, we
have become this fire, Inshallah
who preside over just retribution”. 
The extremists may not realise
that their nefarious activity can
endanger the safety of their com-
munity. It is for the responsible
section or the community to
control the extremists. If they
think that it is for the law-and-
order authorities only to deal with
such mischief, they are mistaken.
The police and others can do so
only much and no more. In
short, it is not their function to
protect the goodwill of the
responsible section of the minor-
ity. If they do not do so, the Indian
people almost would gain the
impression the responsible sec-
tion is also somewhat sympathet-
ic towards the extremists’ activi-
ty.
Remember Partition is not a for-
gotten chapter of India’s recent
history. Pakistan and Bangladesh
are standing minarets of
Muhammad Ali Jinnah’s Two
Nation Theory whereby Hindus
and Muslims cannot coexist in the
same country. Hardly any Hindus
have been allowed to remain in
Pakistan, wherein Bangladesh
non-Muslims are reducing in
numbers by the week. Mohandas
Gandhi told Dr Syama Prasad
Mookherjee and Rajkumari
Amrit Kaur the day before he was
assassinated that India was a sec-
ular country because the division
was a territorial and not religious
one. This may have been a kind
human gesture to protect the
minority, but it was not the truth.
Most Hindus, do not believe that
it was not a division based on reli-
gion. The Hindu heart believes
that it was the final settlement
between Hindus and Muslims.
Yes, Jawaharlal Nehru, Gandhi
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Today’s warfare is
increasingly charac-
terised by information

warfare tactics. Social media
serves as an ideal weapon for
conducting modern conflicts
where the battle for narratives
and perceptions plays a crucial
role in shaping outcomes. In
this digital context, the emer-
gence of Pakistani YouTubers
has garnered significant atten-
tion in India over the past five
years. Their channels span
various genres from reaction
videos to those featuring inter-
actions with common people
in Pakistan and podcasts and
discussions on geopolitics.
However, a closer look reveals
a subtle yet concerning trend
in their content.
Initially, these YouTubers
sought to attract Indian view-
ership by praising India

unabashedly. They lauded
India’s policies and economic
growth and even expressed
admiration for Prime Minister
Modi and the BJP. Their nar-
ratives echoed sentiments of
unity and regret over the par-
tition, portraying India’s eco-
nomic liberalisation in the
1990s as a commendable
move. This strategic approach
garnered them millions of
Indian subscribers. Even edu-

cated Indians appreciated such
rare, seemingly sane views
and analyses from Pakistani
youth.
At first, it was perplexing to
witness the sudden change in
tune from Pakistan, a country
historically marred by animos-
ity towards India. Suddenly,
Pakistani YouTubers were
singing praises for Jawaharlal
Nehru as the best Prime
Minister and socialism as the
ideal policy for India. This
abrupt shift raised eyebrows,
especially considering
Pakistan’s track record of hos-
tility towards India over the
past 70 years. So, it begged the
question how was it that
Pakistanis have only now dis-
covered virtues in Indian lead-
ers and policies that they pre-
viously overlooked or active-
ly opposed? But still, these

YouTubers were embraced by
Indians with open arms, evi-
dent from the predominance
of views and comments on
their videos from India.
However, as time passed, their
mask began to unravel.
Channels focusing on geopol-
itics gradually began to push
their agenda subtly.
Considering Pakistan’s pre-
carious economic situation,
these YouTubers advocated
for the resumption of trade
with India which was halted
by their Prime Minister Imran
Khan in 2019 as a protest
against India’s decision to
revoke Article 370 in Kashmir.
They openly criticised Imran
Khan’s decision, labelling it as
foolish given the adverse
impact it had had on Pakistan’s
economy.
However, recently when the

Indian Government did not
reciprocate to the India-Pak
trade agenda, these
YouTubers’ tones shifted dra-
matically towards anti-India
and pro-China propaganda.
Suddenly, they started paint-
ing India as a regressive Hindu
country with an authoritarian
Government where minorities
as well as the democracy are
allegedly in grave danger.
Now, they consistently invite
guests onto their channel pro-
viding them with a platform to
perpetuate anti-India and anti-
Indian narratives.
It is striking how these
Pakistani YouTubers seldom
address the pressing issues
within their own country.
They seem conspicuously
silent on the plight of minori-
ties particularly the violence
perpetrated against them.

While they are quick to pro-
duce videos condemning
alleged injustices against
Muslims in Palestine and
India, they conveniently over-
look similar atrocities within
Pakistan.
Some YouTubers remain
silent on the oppression of
Muslims in China, despite evi-
dence of human rights abus-
es against Uighur Muslims in
Xinjiang. This raises questions
about the sincerity of their
activism and suggests geopo-
litical influences on their nar-
rative.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy
that these Pakistani YouTubers
also openly criticise their
Government and army, a rar-
ity in Pakistan where dissent
against the establishment is
often met with severe reper-
cussions. This raises suspi-

cions about their affiliations,
true intentions and ulterior
motives behind their digital
presence. One cannot help but
wonder if these YouTubers are
planted by some foreign agen-
cies to serve as mouthpieces
for their agenda.
Here, the concern is that many
Indian youths, unaware of
this shift, continue to consume
their content, inadvertently
perpetuating the agenda.
Many Indian intellectuals and
geopolitical experts have
begun to criticise these
YouTubers for their manipu-
lative tactics. Interestingly,
this manipulation is not only
limited to India but has been
extended to Bangladesh too as
these podcasters churn out
videos portraying the 1971
war as a mistake. They label
West Pakistan’s attempt to

suppress and colonise East
Pakistan as evil and this new
narrative aims to attract
Bangladeshi viewers first and
subtly push their agenda later.
In the era of information,
overload critical thinking is
our best defence against
manipulation.
Hence, it is imperative to
recognise and address this
subtle propaganda and analyse
the content the Indians con-
sume. As consumers of digi-
tal content, it is crucial to dis-
cern between genuine dis-
course and agenda-driven nar-
ratives. 
Everyone needs to realise and
understand that India stands
for peace and brotherhood but
not at the expense of its
national security.

(The writer is an academi-
cian; views are personal)
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nation’s two top officials are locked
in open conflict, they can’t cooper-
ate to ensure the safety of the citi-
zens.” Despite my interview with
Blank becoming a talking point in
various media circles and social
groups, rational arguments and
factual information struggled to
counter the persistence of conspir-
acy theories.
Complicating matters further, a full
four years following the tragic inci-
dent, a British television channel
not only fuelled baseless speculation
but later begrudgingly admitted to
a shocking lack of substantial evi-
dence backing the allegations.
These unfounded claims stemmed
from a lone source purportedly
recruited by a United Nations
agency, casting a dark shadow over
the entire narrative.
Amidst the discourse, I observed a
political theatre unfolding, over-
shadowing the much-needed soci-
etal discussion. Those involved
seemed more focused on accusing
one another rather than earnestly
seeking the truth. In the last five
years since this barbaric attack,
committees appointed by the
President and Parliament have
conducted investigations, produc-
ing lengthy reports. However, there
is a noticeable absence of dialogue
about future threats and the poten-
tial aftermath.
The tragic events unfolded against
the backdrop of a nation grappling
with its political identity and lead-
ership struggles. Blank’s insights
into political negligence shed light
on a systemic issue that extended
beyond intelligence failures. Sri
Lanka’s socio-political terrain,
marred by internal conflicts and
power struggles, created an envi-
ronment ripe for extremist ideolo-
gies to take root. The intricate web
of political discord, coupled with a
failure to prioritise national secu-
rity, laid the groundwork for the
devastating Easter Sunday attacks.
As the media frenzy surrounding
conspiracy theories intensified,
genuine efforts to understand the

root causes of the attack were
drowned out. Blank’s observations
about the political crisis resonated
deeply, underscoring the impor-
tance of unity among leaders dur-
ing times of national peril. However,
the cacophony of blame-shifting
and finger-pointing persisted, hin-
dering the nation’s ability to address
the multifaceted challenges posed
by this emerging social phenome-
non.
Amid this turbulent period, the fifth
anniversary of the Easter massacre
serves as a distressing reminder of
the collective responsibility to learn
from the past and fortify the nation
against potential threats. The com-
mittees’ findings, though crucial,
must be more than backdated
analyses; they should serve as a
foundation for proactive measures
and policies to safeguard Sri Lanka’s
future. The narrative must evolve
beyond the immediate aftermath to
address the lingering societal scars
and instil a renewed sense of
resilience and preparedness.
After spending nearly five years
immersing myself in a myriad of
materials and conducting extensive
interviews with numerous sources
on this heinous crime, I am com-
pelled to acknowledge the absence
of any substantive facts supporting
conspiracy theories. Instead, what
emerges is the chilling reality of
negligence and deliberate igno-
rance in addressing extremism and
the imperative need for robust de-
radicalisation efforts. I opt to accen-
tuate the triumph of our adver-
saries—a triumph exacerbated by
the gross negligence and underes-
timation displayed by defenders of
national security and political sta-
bility.
Our genuine focus must now pivot
resolutely towards preventing the
recurrence of such crimes and
sculpting a secure future for our
nation, a nation that has too often
lived amidst violence rather than
peace, grappling with both internal
and external threats. The repercus-
sions of the Easter massacre extend

far beyond the economic sphere,
infiltrating into an unprecedented
degeneration of societal values.
Regrettably, as we mark the fifth
anniversary of the attacks, a press-
ing and profound necessity emerges
for a narrative shift—one that
moves beyond unsubstantiated
accusations aimed at specific indi-
viduals. We must transcend the
cycle of blame and retrospective
scrutiny, opting instead for thor-
ough approaches that delve into the
underlying causes of extremism,
fanaticism and terrorism regardless
of ethnic or religious affiliations.
This calls for a holistic approach,
encompassing not only the rein-
forcement of intelligence and secu-
rity protocols but also the fostering
of a society that celebrates inclusiv-
ity, empathy and constructive dis-
course.
The journey toward healing and
rebuilding necessitates a sincere
effort from all corners of society.
Ultimately, the aftermath of the
Easter Sunday bombings under-
scores the resilience of the Sri
Lankan people in the face of
immense adversity. Looking for-
ward, it is paramount to harness
this collective strength and channel
it into comprehensive strategies.
These must not only confront
immediate threats but also lay the
foundations for a future charac-
terised by security and harmony.
The lessons distilled from this
tragedy should propel the nation
towards a collective commitment—
a commitment to unity, under-
standing and the prevention of
recurring horrors. Otherwise, in a
society where the majority lan-
guishes in a deep slumber,
indulging in unproven conspiracies
and scapegoating a select few, we
will only rouse from our stupor
when the next tragedy inevitably
befalls us.
This ts the second part of the arti-

cle on five years of Easter attack in
Sri Lanka. concluded

(The writer is a Sri Lankan jour-
nalist. Views are personal)

After the Easter attack tragedy,
there arose a chorus, delving
into the search for a “master-
mind” behind the barbaric
attack. Known as the Easter

Sunday Massacre, on 21st April 2019, eight
suicide bombers detonated themselves, tar-
geting selected places in Colombo and
Batticaloa, resulting in the deaths of over
260 innocent people and injuring hundreds
more. A former Attorney General, a key fig-
ure in this discourse, ignited speculation
by suggesting a possible hidden agenda.
However, his evasion of the court and
avoidance of investigators seeking clarifi-
cation on his previous Statements only
intensified suspicions. Politicians, social
activists, journalists and even ordinary cit-
izens unwittingly propagated a conspira-
cy theory based on prejudices and unver-
ified media reports.
From my perspective, this conspiracy the-
ory inadvertently served a unique purpose
amid the chaos and irregularities. It acted
as a temporary balm, diluting the rising tide
of animosity against Muslims and briefly
restoring social equilibrium. Without it, the
nation risked a recurrence of the 1983 eth-
nic riots, albeit on a larger scale. Yet, as the
conspiracy theory gained traction, it
altered the societal psyche, fostering nor-
malcy among diverse ethnic groups, albeit
with attempts by some to exploit the situ-
ation. What remains lamentable is that this
theory misled the public and squandered
an opportunity to establish a socio-legal
framework for preventing future occur-
rences.
During my conversation with Malith
Jayathillake, former National List Member
of Parliament and head of the Sectoral
Oversight Committee on National Security
appointed by then-President Maithripala
Sirisena, the overlooked reality became
stark. The report he presented in February
2020 outlined proposals for formulating
and implementing laws to ensure nation-
al security, eradicate new terrorism and
extremism by fostering unity among races
and religions. Regrettably, this invaluable
contribution by lawmakers was largely
ignored. Jayathillake dismisses the notion
of a conspiracy behind the attacks, recog-
nising instead a meticulously planned
suicide mission inspired by the ideology of
the Islamic State.
Concurrently, Dr Ameer Ali from
Murdoch University’s School of Business
and Governance dispels conspiracy
notions, attributing the attack to subsequent
political manipulation. Yet, in probing the
roots of extremism, he identifies a turning
point in 1977 when the country embraced
the free market. Within certain segments
of the Muslim communities, exclusivism
emerged, alienating inclusivism and sow-
ing the seeds for the proliferation of
extreme ideas within the societal fabric.
In the aftermath of the tragedy, about a
month later, I engaged in an interview with
Jonah Blank, a Principal Investigator and
Senior Political Scientist for RAND
Corporation. Blank astutely highlighted
two critical aspects of the Easter Sunday
bombings in Sri Lanka. Firstly, he empha-
sised that the attack was a result of politi-
cal negligence rather than being solely clas-
sified as an intelligence failure by various
parties. Secondly, Blank pointed out that
the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) did
not choose Sri Lanka; rather, Sri Lankan
extremists opted for allegiance to ISIS.
Addressing the ongoing political crisis in
the country, Blank remarked, “When the
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Israel ordered the local offices
of Qatar’s Al Jazeera satellite

news network to close Sunday,
escalating a long-running feud
between the broadcaster and
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s hard-line govern-
ment as Doha-mediated cease-
fire negotiations with Hamas
hang in the balance.
The extraordinary order, which

includes confiscating broadcast
equipment, preventing the
broadcast of the channel’s
reports and blocking its web-
sites, is believed to be the first
time Israel has ever shuttered a
foreign news outlet.
The network has reported the
Israeli-Hamas war nonstop
since the militants’ initial cross-
border attack Oct. 7 and has
maintained 24-hour coverage in
the Gaza Strip amid Israel’s
grinding ground offensive that
has killed and wounded mem-
bers of its own staff. While
including on-the-ground
reporting of the war’s casualties,
its Arabic arm often publishes
verbatim video statements from
Hamas and other militant

groups in the region, drawing
Netanyahu’s ire.
“Al Jazeera reporters harmed
Israel’s security and incited
against soldiers,” Netanyahu
said in a statement. “It’s time to
remove the Hamas mouthpiece
from our country.”
Al Jazeera issued a statement
vowing it will “pursue all avail-
able legal channels through
international legal institutions in
its quest to protect both its rights
and journalists, as well as the
public’s right to information.”
“Israel’s ongoing suppression
of the free press, seen as an effort
to conceal its actions in the Gaza
Strip, stands in contravention of
international and humanitarian
law,” the network said. “Israel’s
direct targeting and killing of
journalists, arrests, intimida-
tion and threats will not deter
Al Jazeera from its commitment
to cover, whilst more than 140
Palestinian journalists have been
killed since the beginning of the
war on Gaza.”
Israeli media said the order
allows Israel to block the chan-
nel from operating in the coun-
try for 45 days.The Israeli gov-

ernment has taken action
against individual reporters over
the decades since its founding
in 1948, but broadly allows for
a rambunctious media scene
that includes foreign bureaus
from around the world, even
from Arab nations. That
changed with a law passed last
month, which Netanyahu’s
office says allows the govern-
ment to take action against a
foreign channel seen as “harm-
ing the country.”
Immediately after the
announcement, Al Jazeera’s
English arm began broadcasting
a prerecorded message from one
of its correspondents from a
hotel the channel has used for
months in east Jerusalem, which
the Palestinians hope to one day
have for their future state. 
“They’re also banning any
devices — that includes my
mobile phone,” correspondent
Imran Khan said. “If I use that
to do any kind of newsgather-
ing, then the Israelis can simply
confiscate it.”
Al Jazeera went off Israel’s main
cable provider in the hours
after the order. However, its

website and streaming links
across multiple online plat-
forms still operated Sunday. 
The ban did not appear to
affect the channel’s operations in
the occupied West Bank or
Gaza Strip, where Israel wields
control but which are not sov-
ereign Israeli territory.
The decision threatens to
heighten tensions with Qatar at
a time when the Doha govern-
ment is playing a key role in
mediation efforts to halt the war
in Gaza, along with Egypt and
the United States. 
Qatar has had strained ties with
Netanyahu in particular since he
made comments suggesting that
Qatar is not exerting enough
pressure on Hamas to prompt it
to relent in its terms for a truce
deal. Qatar hosts Hamas lead-
ers in exile at a political office
in Doha.
The sides appear to be close to
striking a deal, but multiple pre-
vious rounds of talks have
ended with no agreement.
In a statement Sunday, Hamas
condemned the Israeli govern-
ment order, calling on interna-
tional organizations to take

measures against Israel.Shortly
after the government’s deci-
sion, Cabinet members from the
National Unity party criticized
its timing, saying it “may sabo-
tage the efforts to finalize the
negotiations and stems from
political considerations.” The
party said that in general, it sup-
ported the decision.
Israel has long had a rocky rela-
tionship with Al Jazeera, accus-
ing it of bias. Relations took a
major downturn nearly two
years ago when Al Jazeera cor-
respondent Shireen Abu Akleh
was killed during an Israeli
military raid in the occupied
West Bank.Those relations fur-
ther deteriorated following the
outbreak of Israel’s war against
Hamas on Oct. 7, when the mil-
itant group carried out a cross-
border attack in southern Israel
that killed 1,200 people and took
250 others hostage. 
Since then, the Israeli military
campaign in Gaza has killed
over 34,000 people, according to
local health officials there, who
don’t break figures down into
civilians and combatants. 
In December, an Israeli strike

killed an Al Jazeera cameraman
as he reported on the war in
southern Gaza. The channel’s
bureau chief in Gaza, Wael
Dahdouh, was wounded in the
same attack. Dahdouh, a corre-
spondent well-known to
Palestinians during many wars,
later evacuated Gaza but only
after Israeli strikes killed his
wife, three of his children and
a grandson.
Al Jazeera is one of the few
international media outlets to
remain in Gaza throughout the
war, broadcasting bloody scenes
of airstrikes and overcrowded
hospitals and accusing Israel of
massacres. Israel accuses Al
Jazeera, funded by Qatar’s gov-
ernment, of collaborating with
Hamas. Criticism of the chan-
nel is not new, however. The US
government singled out the
broadcaster during America’s
occupation of Iraq after its 2003
invasion toppled dictator
Saddam Hussein and over air-
ing videos of the late al-Qaida
chief Osama bin Laden.
Al Jazeera has been closed or
blocked by other Mideast gov-
ernments. 
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Protesters left a Pro-
Palestinian encampment at

the University of Southern
California early Sunday after
they were surrounded by police
and told they could face arrest
if they didn’t go. The move, days
before commencement events
are set to begin on the Los
Angeles campus, came after
the university said campus safe-
ty officers, assisted by the Los
Angeles Police Department,
were clearing the area.
“If you are in the centre of cam-
pus, please leave. People who
don’t leave could be arrested,”
USC said on the social media
platform X at about 4:15 am.
Livestream video from student
journalists showed the encamp-
ment had emptied out as police
formed a line to move remain-
ing protesters away and stop
people from re-entering the
area.
The encampment had restart-
ed after the LAPD first arrest-
ed 93 people on April 24. The
atmosphere on the private uni-
versity campus had largely
remained calm since, while
attention turned to arrests at the
University of California, Los
Angeles.
At the University of Virginia, 25
people were arrested Saturday
for trespassing after police
clashed with pro-Palestinian
protesters who refused to
remove tents from campus,
and demonstrators at the
University of Michigan chant-
ed anti-war messages and
waved flags during commence-
ment ceremonies. 
USC, a private university, has
been the subject of student
protests over the war in Gaza as
well as the administration’s
decision to cancel a commence-
ment speech by the valedicto-
rian, a Muslim student who had
expressed support for
Palestinians. The university
made that decision in mid-
April, saying they had safety
concerns after receiving threats.

Some Jewish groups had criti-
cised the student’s selection as
speaker. 
Administrators later cancelled
the entire main-stage com-
mencement planned for May
10, when 65,000 people were
expected to gather to celebrate
graduates. Other commence-
ment activities, including grad-
uation ceremonies for individ-
ual schools and colleges, are still
scheduled from Thursday
through Sunday. Access to the
private campus has largely been
restricted for people not affili-
ated with the university since
late April. 
Videos posted online Saturday
evening showed some demon-
strators engaging in calm songs
and chants in preparation for
expected police activity. The
encampment has been set up on
a campus green space, with
dozens of tents surrounded by
makeshift fencing covered in
signs with various messages of
support for Palestinians and
criticism of the university and
law enforcement. 
A university representative read
a statement nearby the encamp-
ment Saturday saying that it had
to come down, according to
Annenberg Media, a student-
run campus publication, saying
the encampment and unspeci-
fied acts of vandalism and theft
of university property violated
the law.Early Friday, several
dozen counter-protesters had
set up outside the encampment,
playing scenes from the
October 7 Hamas attack in
Israel on a screen, Annenberg
Media reported.  In Virginia,
student demonstrators began
their protest on a lawn outside
the school chapel Tuesday. On
Saturday, video from WVAW-
TV showed police wearing
heavy gear and holding shields
lined up on the campus in
Charlottesville. Protesters
chanted “Free Palestine,” and
university police said on the
social platform X that an
“unlawful assembly” had been
declared in the area.
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British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak on Sunday promised

to work “as hard as ever” after
a disastrous set of election
results saw his Conservative
Party being unseated across
several local authorities and
even losing a mayoralty strong-
hold in the West Midlands
region of England. The British
Indian leader admitted his
disappointment after Andy
Street, the party’s popular
Mayor of West Midlands, nar-
rowly lost to Labour rival
Richard Parker by a mere
1,508 votes after a recount
had to be ordered for the
knife-edge result. This leaves
Sunak with a solo sliver of
hope in Ben Houchen, who
had held on to the party’s
mayoralty in Tees Valley on
Friday amid a virtual sweep for
the Opposition parties, with
Labour in the lead.
“It’s been disappointing of
course to lose dedicated

Conservative councillors and
Andy Street in the West
Midlands, with his track record
of providing great public ser-
vices and attracting significant
investment to the area, but that
has redoubled my resolve to
continue to make progress on
our plan,” Sunak said in a
statement.
“So we will continue working
as hard as ever to take the fight
to Labour and deliver a
brighter future for our coun-
try,” he said.
While Tory rebels have begun
circling, the echo this time
does not seem to be around
replacing Sunak as party leader
but piling pressure on him to
get tougher on the party’s core
issues like setting a cap on legal
migration and dramatically
cutting taxes. Former Home
Secretary Suella Braverman is
leading this charge and issued
a stinging rebuke in ‘The Daily
Telegraph’ to demand that it
was time for Sunak to move on
from “managerialism” and

show strong leadership.
“Let me cut to the chase so no
one wastes time over-analysing
this: we must not change our
leader. Changing leader now
won’t work: the time to do so
came and went. The hole to dig
us out is the PM’s, and it’s time
for him to start shovelling,”
writes the sacked Indian-origin
ex-minister, who is at the fore-
front of the backbench rebel-
lion.“Either we start fighting to
win now, or we’ll have no one
else to blame when this week’s
political earthquake is made to
look like a mere tremor come
the general election night,”
she said.  Others have chimed
in to say it was time for Sunak
to “wake up and smell the cof-
fee” because the local election
results show that the Labour
Party is on course to stomp to
victory in a general election,
expected later this year. 
Opposition leader Sir Keir
Starmer has hailed his party’s
“phenomenal result”, which
included Labour’s Sadiq Khan

being re-elected for a record
third term as London Mayor
on Friday. But Starmer also
appealed to the voters who had
punished the party over its
weak stance on the Israel-
Gaza conflict, after analysis
showed that Labour suffered
losses to independents and
the anti-war Worker’s Party of
Britain in areas with large
Islamic populations as a result.
“I have heard you. I have lis-
tened. And I am determined to
meet your concerns and to
gain your respect and trust
again in the future,” said
Starmer.But on the whole, the
Labour camp will be celebrat-
ing this weekend as it virtual-
ly swept the mayoral elections
across England, winning in
Liverpool, South Yorkshire,
West Yorkshire, and Greater
Manchester. 
With most of the results now
in for the elections held for
local councils on Thursday,
Labour looks set to have
grabbed over 1,100 seats. 
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Washington (AP): A driver
died after a vehicle crashed
into an outer perimeter gate of
the White House complex,
and the incident late on
Saturday was being investigat-
ed as a traffic crash, police
said. 

President Joe Biden was
spending the weekend in
Delaware, and the Secret
Service said there was no
threat to the White House.
The male driver, who was not
immediately identified, was
found dead in the vehicle fol-
lowing the crash shortly before
10:30 pm, according to a
Secret Service statement.
The Metropolitan Police
Department said the vehicle
crashed into a security barri-
er at the intersection of 15th
Street and Pennsylvania
Avenue NW. Police were called
to the scene at 10:46 pm and
said one adult male was pro-
nounced dead from the crash
into a security barrier around
the complex.
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Long Beach (AP): A shooting
in the Los Angeles area has left
seven people injured, including
four who were listed in critical
condition. 
Long Beach Police Department
officers responded to a report-
ed shooting around 11:15 pm
Saturday in the area of South
Street and Paramount
Boulevard, the department said
in a statement posted on social
media.
At least seven victims suffered
gunshot wounds and were
transported by emergency
responders or self-transported
to area hospitals. 
In addition to the four critical
victims, three people had
injuries that were not life-
threatening, police said.
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Canada is a “rule-of-law
country” with a strong and

independent justice system and
a fundamental commitment
to protect its citizens, Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau has
said, a day after three Indian
nationals were charged with the
murder of Khalistan separatist
Hardeep Singh Nijjar. Nijjar, a
Canadian citizen, was shot
dead outside a gurdwara in
Surrey, British Columbia, on
June 18, 2023.  

Karan Brar, 22, Kamalpreet
Singh, 22, and Karanpreet
Singh, 28, all Indian nationals
residing in Edmonton have
been charged on Friday with
first-degree murder and con-
spiracy to commit murder. 

“This is important because
Canada is a rule-of-law coun-
try with a strong and indepen-
dent justice system, as well as

a fundamental commitment
to protecting all its citizens,”
Trudeau said about the arrests
on Saturday at a Toronto gala
celebrating Sikh heritage and
culture.

“As the RCMP stated, the
investigation remains ongo-
ing, as does a separate and dis-
tinct investigation not limited
to the involvement of the three
people arrested yesterday,”
Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (CBC) quoted
Trudeau as saying.

He said that many in
Canada’s Sikh community are
feeling unsafe following Nijjar’s
killing, adding: “Every
Canadian has the fundamental
right to live safely and free from
discrimination and threats of
violence in Canada.” 
The ties between India and
Canada came under severe
strain following Trudeau’s alle-
gations in September last year

of the “potential” involvement
of Indian agents in the killing
of 45-year-old Nijjar, a
Khalistan separatist.

India has dismissed
Trudeau’s charges as “absurd”
and “motivated.”

The presence of Sikh sep-
aratist groups in Canada has
long frustrated India, which
had designated Nijjar a “terror-
ist.”After three Indian nationals
were arrested in connection
with the murder, Police in
Canada said they had worked
with US law enforcement agen-
cies, without giving additional
details.The police suggested
more arrests might be coming.
Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) Assistant
Commissioner David Teboul,
the force’s commander for the
Pacific region, said Friday that
he wouldn’t comment on the
alleged links between the three
men arrested and Indian offi-

cials but noted the force is
“investigating connections to
the government of India.”

Meanwhile, External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar
on Saturday said what is hap-
pening in poll-bound Canada
over the killing of Nijjar is
mostly due to their internal
politics and has nothing to do
with India. 

He said a section of pro-
Khalistan people are using
Canada’s democracy, creating a
lobby and have become a vote
bank. 

The ruling party in Canada
has no majority in Parliament
and some parties depend on
pro-Khalistan leaders, he said. 

“We have convinced them
several times not to give visa,
legitimacy or political space to
such people which is causing
problems for them (Canada),
for us and also for our relation-
ship,” Jaishankar said. 
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Panamanians began voting
Sunday in an election that

has been consumed by unfold-
ing drama surrounding the
country’s former president,
even though he is not on the
ballot.
Before the sweltering sun set

in, voters in the normally
sleepy Central American
nation lined up outside of
polling stations, set to weigh
promises of economic pros-
perity and migratory crack-
downs with a corruption scan-
dal.
“Panama’s election will be one
of the most complex in its
modern history. The vote is
marked by increased political
fragmentation and social dis-
content under outgoing
President Laurentino Cortizo,”
said Arantza Alonso, senior
analyst for the Americas at the
risk consulting firm Verisk

Maplecroft before the polling.
The presidential race remained
in uncertain waters until
Friday morning, when
Panama’s Supreme Court ruled
that leading presidential con-
tender José Raúl Mulino was
permitted to run. It said he
was eligible despite allega-
tions that his candidacy was-
n’t legitimate because he was-
n’t elected in a primary. 
Mulino joined the race late,
replacing former President
Ricardo Martinelli as the can-
didate for the Achieving Goals
party. The fiery Martinelli was
barred from running in March
after he was sentenced to more
than 10 years in prison for
money laundering.  Martinelli
has dominated much of the
race, campaigning for his for-
mer running mate from inside
the walls of the Nicaraguan
Embassy, where he took refuge
in February after receiving
political asylum. 

While lacking Martinelli’s
spunk, Mulino has coasted
on his connection to the ex-
president. He is rarely seen
without his blue “Martinelli
Mulino 2024” cap and
promised to help Martinelli if
elected.Juan José Tinoco, a
63-year-old bus driver, was
among those in line outside a
polling station in a seaside area
of Panama City. 
He said he planned to vote for
Mulino, because it was the
closest thing he could get to
Martinelli, adding that he
earned a decent amount of
money under the former pres-
ident’s leadership. “We have
problems with health services,
education, we have garbage in
the streets ... and corruption
that never goes away,” Tinoco
said. “We have money here,
this is a country that has lots
of wealth, but we need a leader
who dedicates himself to the
needs of Panama.”
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Berlin (AP): A teenager sur-
rendered to police on Sunday
over an attack on a candidate
from the party of Chancellor
Olaf Scholz that fueled concern
about intimidation and vio-
lence in the run-up to next
month’s election for the
European Parliament.  The 17-
year-old, accompanied by a
parent, turned himself in at a
police station in the eastern city
of Dresden at 1 a.m., Saxony
state police said. “He admitted
the act but didn’t go beyond
that,” police spokeswoman
Silvaine Reiche said.Matthias
Ecke, a candidate for the Social
Democrats in the June 9 elec-
tion, was attacked by four peo-
ple while putting up posters in
Dresden on Friday evening.
The party said he was taken to
a hospital and required surgery
for his injuries.
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Heavy rains in the southern
Brazilian state of Rio

Grande do Sul killed 39 people,
with another 68 still missing,
the state civil defence agency
said Friday, as record-breaking
floods devastated cities and
forced thousands to leave their
homes.   It was the fourth such
environmental disaster in a
year, following floods in July,
September and November 2023
that killed 75 people in total.
The flooding statewide has sur-
passed that seen during a his-
toric 1941 deluge, according to
the Brazilian Geological
Service. In some cities, water
levels were at their highest
since records began nearly 150
years ago, the agency said. 
On Thursday, a dam at a hydro-
electric plant between the cities
of Bento Goncalves and
Cotipora partially collapsed
and entire cities in the Taquari
River valley, like Lajeado and
Estrela, were completely over-
taken by water. In the town of
Feliz, 50 miles (80 kilometers)

from the state capital, Porto
Alegre, a massively swollen
river swept away a bridge that
connected it with the neigh-
bouring city of Linha Nova.
Operators reported electricity,
communications and water cuts
across the state. More than
24,000 people had to leave
their homes, according to the
civil defence agency. Without
internet, telephone service or
electricity, residents struggled to
provide updates or information
to their relatives living in other
states. Helicopters flew contin-
ually over the cities while
stranded families with chil-
dren awaited rescue on the
rooftops.  Isolete Neumann, 58,
lives in the city of Lajeado in the
Taquari River valley and told
The Associated Press she has
never before seen a scenario like
the one she is now experienc-
ing. 
“People were making barri-
cades in front of hospitals with
sand and gravel. It felt like a
horror movie,” she said by
phone. Some people in her
region were so desperate, she

added, that they threw them-
selves into the water currents.
Neumann’s own neighbour-
hood wasn’t inundated, but has
no running water and she has-
n’t showered since Tuesday.
She said she’s collecting rainwa-
ter in a basin to be able to cook.
A clothing store she owns in the

city’s central area is flooded, she
added. 
“I don’t even know how it must
be. There must be nothing
left.” 
The downpour started Monday
and is expected to last at least
through Saturday, Marcelo
Seluchi, chief meteorologist at

the National Center for
Monitoring and Alerts of
Natural Disasters, told Brazil’s
public television network
Friday.
On Thursday night, Gov.
Eduardo Leite alerted the state’s
population — known as gau-
chos — about the persistence of
rains and floods. The situation
was expected to worsen in
Porto Alegre, he said.
“As a human being, I am dev-
astated inside, just like every
gaucho is,” he said. “But as gov-
ernor, I am here steadfast and
I guarantee that we will not fal-
ter. We are doing everything
with focus, attention, disci-
pline, and outrage, to ensure
that everything within our
reach is done.” 
President Luiz Inácio Lula da
Silva acknowledged the flood
victims at a press conference on
Friday alongside Japan’s Prime
Minister Fumio Kishida in
Brasilia. 
“The first words from Minister
Fumio Kishida in the meeting
we held were of solidarity with
the people of the state of Rio

Grande do Sul, who are victims
by one of the largest floods we
have ever known. Never before
in the history of Brazil had there
been such a quantity of rain in
one single location,” Lula said. 
Weather across South America
is affected by the climate phe-
nomenon El Niño, a periodic,
naturally occurring event that
warms surface waters in the
Equatorial Pacific region. In
Brazil, El Niño has historically
caused droughts in the north
and intense rainfall in the south.
This year, the impacts of El
Niño have been particularly
dramatic, with a historic
drought in the Amazon.
Scientists say extreme weather
is happening more frequently
due to human-caused climate
change. Karina Lima, a 36-
year-old scientist and PhD can-
didate in climatology at the
Federal University of Rio
Grande do Sul, told The
Associated Press that the state
is located in a region with cer-
tain characteristics that ampli-
fy El Niño’s destructive poten-
tial.
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Japanese Foreign Minister
Kamikawa Yoko on Sunday

met Nepal’s Deputy Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister
Narayankaji Shrestha here and
discussed issues of bilateral
and mutual interests.
Kamikawa arrived in Nepal
earlier Sunday on a day-long
visit at the invitation of
Shrestha - her first trip to
Nepal since assuming office.
During the meeting at the
Foreign Ministry, the two min-
isters discussed matters related
to strengthening relations and
cooperation between Nepal
and Japan, sources said.
Talking to reporters after the
meeting, Shrestha said they
dwelt on broadening econom-
ic cooperation between the
two countries besides deliber-
ating on various international
affairs. The Japanese Foreign
Minister will pay courtesy calls
on President Ramchandra
Paudel and Prime Minister
Pushpa Kamal Dahal

‘Prachanda’ separately, accord-
ing to the sources.
The Japanese embassy in
Kathmandu last week
expressed hope that the foreign
minister’s visit “will give a
good impetus for further
strengthening our friendly rela-
tionship towards the year 2026,
the 70th anniversary of the
establishment of diplomatic
relations between Japan and
Nepal.”
She was the fourth Japanese
foreign minister to visit Nepal
post-September 1956 when the
two countries established diplo-
matic relations. The
Kathmandu Post newspaper
last week quoted a joint secre-
tary at Nepal’s Foreign Ministry
as saying the discussions will
revolve around broader issues
of bilateral and mutual inter-
ests, including Nepal’s vote
and support in several interna-
tional elections at the United
Nations and other multilater-
al forums where Japan is con-
testing.
“There is also a strategic motive

behind the visit as Japan is
embracing its role as a middle
power and wants to expand its

footprint in Asia. This is not
solely focussed on bilateral
relations,” the official said.
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The iconic Times Square
here was awash with var-

ied hues and styles of sarees as
hundreds of women from the
Indian-American community
as well as other nations show-
cased the timeless elegance,
heritage and cultural diversi-
ty of the garment at a special
event.
The ‘Saree Goes Global’ event
was held in the heart of Times
Square Saturday, with partic-
ipation from over 500 women
from the Indian community as
well as those from at least nine
countries where the nine-yard
garment is popular and much-
loved, including Bangladesh,
Nepal, the UK, the USA, the
UAE, Uganda, Trinidad and
Guyana.
Adorning colourful sarees
with exquisite embellishments,

embroidery, styles and fabrics,
including Khadi, the women
proudly showcased their col-
lection as they waved the
national flags, danced togeth-
er, took pictures and shared
stories about their sarees, cul-
ture and heritage.
The event, hosted by ‘British
Women in Sarees’ in partner-
ship with Uma, showcased
the timeless elegance of the
saree through music, dance
and a vibrant Saree
Walkathon.
‘British Women in Sarees’ is
dedicated to raising awareness
of the saree while supporting
handloom artisans in India
through global events. As an
organisation, Uma focuses on
empowering underprivileged
girls, youth, and women
through educational and cul-
tural resources, with a global
presence headquartered in

New York City.
A press release here said that
building on the success of
global events like the ‘Royal
Ascot Ladies’ Day’ and the his-
toric ‘Saree Walkathon’ at
Trafalgar Square in London,
the Saree Goes Global event
was not just a “celebration of
cultural diversity but also a
platform to support artisans in
rural India, preserving tradi-
tional craftsmanship.”
President of Uma Global Dr
Rita Kakati-Shah and
Chairperson of British Women
in Sarees Dr. Dipti Jain high-
lighted the importance of the
saree as a symbol of unity and
the empowerment of women
worldwide.
Jain, a geriatrician by profes-
sion, shared her passion for
sarees and her commitment to
raising awareness of this gar-
ment globally.

Kakati-Shah, a medic turned
entrepreneur and philan-
thropist, emphasized Uma’s
dedication to empowering
underprivileged girls, youth,
and women, both in New York
City and beyond.
On the occasion, Deputy
Commissioner for
International Affairs New York
City, Dilip Chauhan honoured
Kakati-Shah and Jain with a
Proclamation on behalf of
New York City Mayor Eric
Adams for their work, further
highlighting the significance of
their contributions.
Chauhan said the vision of
Kakati-Shah and Jain has
“brought us together to cele-
brate the elegance of the saree
and the unity it represents.”
“The saree not only represents
beauty but also symbolises
the importance of preserving
traditional craftsmanship and

supporting artisans world-
wide. It serves as a powerful
reminder of our commitment
to heritage and cultural
exchange,” he said.
Chauhan added that such
events provide a platform for
cultural exchange and under-
score the strength of the glob-
al community.
“As we come together to cele-
brate Saree Goes Global in
New York City, let us embrace
the spirit of unity and collab-
oration. Let us celebrate our
differences and find strength
in our diversity,” he added.
Shruti Pandey, Consul
(Political, Press, Information
and Culture) at the Consulate
General of India in New York
highlighted that the saree tran-
scends borders with its 
versatility and beauty, not just
in India, but across the 
globe.
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Kyiv (AP): As Ukraine marked
its third Easter at war, Russia
launched a barrage of drones
concentrated in Ukraine’s east
where the situation on the
front line is worsening.
President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy urged Ukrainians
in an Easter address to be
united in prayer and called God
an “ally” in the war with Russia.
Ukraine’s air force said on
Sunday that Russia had
launched 24 Shahed drones, of
which 23 had been shot down
by air defenses.
Six people, including a child,
were wounded in a drone strike
in the eastern Kharkiv region,
regional Gov. Oleh Syniehubov
said. Fires broke out when
debris from drones that were
shot down fell on buildings in
the neighboring
Dnipropetrovsk region. No
casualties were reported.
Officials in Kyiv urged resi-
dents to follow Orthodox
Easter services online due to
safety concerns. Serhiy Popko,
head of the Kyiv city adminis-
tration, warned that “even on
such bright days of celebration,
we can expect evil deeds from
the aggressor.”
Zelenskyy called on Ukrainians
to unite in prayer for each other
and soldiers on the front line.
In a video filmed in front of
Kyiv’s Saint Sophia Cathedral,
wearing a traditional
Vyshyvanka embroidered shirt,
Zelenskyy said that God “has a
chevron with the Ukrainian
flag on his shoulder.” With
“such an ally,” Zelenskyy said,
“life will definitely win over
death.”
A majority of Ukrainians iden-
tify as Orthodox Christians,
though the church is divided.
Many belong to the indepen-
dent Orthodox Church of
Ukraine. The rival Ukrainian
Orthodox Church was loyal to
the patriarch in Moscow until
splitting from Russia after the
2022 invasion and is viewed
with suspicion by many
Ukrainians.
In Moscow, worshippers
including President Vladimir
Putin packed Moscow’s land-
mark Christ the Savior
Cathedral late Saturday for a
nighttime Easter service led by
Patriarch Kirill, head of the
Russian Orthodox Church and
an outspoken supporter of the
Kremlin.
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A16-year-old boy armed
with a knife was shot dead

by police after he stabbed a
man in the Australian west
coast city of Perth, officials said
on Sunday.
The incident occurred in the
parking lot of a hardware store
in suburban Willetton on
Saturday night. The teen
attacked the man and then
rushed at police officers before
he was shot, Western
Australian Premier Roger
Cook told reporters on Sunday.
“There are indications he had
been radicalized online,” Cook
told a news conference.
“But I want to reassure the
community at this stage it
appears that he acted solely and
alone,” Cook added.
A man in his 30s was found at
the scene with a stab wound to
his back. He was taken to a hos-
pital in serious but stable con-
dition, a police statement said.
Police and Australian Security
Intelligence Organization
agents have been conducting a
counterterrorism investigation
in the east coast city of Sydney
since another 16-year-old boy
stabbed an Assyrian Orthodox
bishop and priest in a church
on April 15.

That boy has been charged with
committing a terrorist act. Six
of his alleged associates have
also been charged with a range
of offenses, including conspir-
ing to engage in or planning a
terrorist act. All remain in
custody. Prime Minister
Anthony Albanese said he had
been briefed on the latest stab-
bing in Perth by Australian
Federal Police Commissioner
Reece Kershaw and ASIO
Director-General Mike
Burgess, who heads the nation’s
main domestic spy agency.
“I’m advised there is no ongo-
ing threat to the community on
the information available,”
Albanese said.
“We are a peace-loving nation
and there is no place for violent
extremism in Australia,” he
added. Police received an emer-
gency phone call after 10 p.m.
from a teenager saying he was
going to commit acts of vio-
lence, Western Australian
Police Commissioner Col
Blanch said. The boy had been
participating in a program for
young people at risk of radical-
ization, Blanch added.
“I don’t want to say he has been
radicalized or is radicalized
because I think that forms
part of the investigation,” he
said. Police said they were later

alerted by a phone call from a
member of the public that a
knife attack was underway in
the parking lot. Three police
officers responded, one armed
with a gun and two with con-
ducted energy devices.
Police deployed both conduct-
ed energy devices but they
failed to incapacitate the boy
before he was killed by a sin-
gle gunshot, Blanch said.
Blanch said members of the
local Muslim community had
raised concerns with police
about the boy’s behavior before
he was killed on Saturday.
The Imam of Perth’s largest
mosque, the Nasir Mosque,
condemned the stabbing.
“There is no place for violence
in Islam,” Imam Syed Wadood
Janud said in a statement.“We
appreciate the effort of the
police to keep our communities
safe. I also want to commend
the local Muslim community
who had flagged the individual
prior with the police,” Wadood
added. Some Muslim leaders
have criticized Australian
police for declaring last month’s
church stabbing a terrorist act
but not a rampage two days
earlier in a Sydney shopping
mall in which six people were
killed and a dozen 
wounded.
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Just a few months short of a
quarter-century as Russia’s

leader, Vladimir Putin on
Tuesday will put his hand on
a copy of the constitution and
begin another six-year term as
president wielding extraordi-
nary power. 
Since becoming acting presi-
dent on the last day of 1999,
Putin has shaped Russia into
a monolith — crushing polit-
ical opposition, running inde-
pendent-minded journalists
out of the country and pro-
moting an increasing devotion
to prudish “traditional values”
that pushes many in society
into the margins.
His influence is so dominant
that other officials could only
stand submissively on the side-
lines as he launched a war in
Ukraine despite expectations
the invasion would bring
international opprobrium and
harsh economic sanctions, as
well as cost Russia dearly in
the blood of its soldiers.
With that level of power, what
Putin will do with his next
term is a daunting question at
home and abroad.
The war in Ukraine, where
Russia is making incremental
though consistent battlefield
gains, is the top concern, and
he is showing no indication of
changing course. 
“The war in Ukraine is central
to his current political project,
and I don’t see anything to
suggest that that will change.
And that affects everything
else,” Brian Taylor, a Syracuse
University professor and
author of “The Code of
Putinism,” said in an interview
with The Associated Press.
“It affects who’s in what posi-
tions, it affects what resources
are available and it affects the
economy, affects the level of
repression internally,” he said.
In his state of the nation
address in February, Putin
vowed to fulfill Moscow’s goals
in Ukraine, and do whatever it
takes to “defend our sovereign-
ty and security of our citizens.”
He claimed the Russian mili-
tary has “gained a huge com-
bat experience” and is “firm-
ly holding the initiative and
waging offensives in a number
of sectors.” That will come at

huge expense, which could
drain money available for the
extensive domestic projects
and reforms in education, wel-
fare and poverty-fighting that
Putin used much of the two-
hour address to detail.
Taylor suggested such pro-
jects were included in the
address as much for show as
for indicating real intent to put
them into action.
Putin “thinks of himself in the
grand historical terms of
Russian lands, bringing
Ukraine back to where it
belongs, those sorts of ideas.
And I think those trump any
kind of more socioeconomic-
type programs,” Taylor said. 
If the war were to end in less
than total defeat for either side,
with Russia retaining some of
the territory it has already cap-
tured, European countries fear
that Putin could be encour-
aged toward further military
adventurism in the Baltics or
in Poland. 
“It’s possible that Putin does
have vast ambitions and will
try to follow a costly success in
Ukraine with a new attack
somewhere else,” Harvard
international relations profes-
sor Stephen Walt wrote in the
journal Foreign Policy. “But it
is also entirely possible that his
ambitions do not extend
beyond what Russia has won
— at enormous cost and that

he has no need or desire to
gamble for more.”
But, Walt added, “Russia will
be in no shape to launch new
wars of aggression when the
war in Ukraine is finally over.”
Such a rational concern might
not prevail, others say. Maksim
Samorukov, of the Carnegie
Russia Eurasia Center, said
that “driven by Putin’s whims
and delusions, Moscow is like-
ly to commit self-defeating
blunders.”
In a commentary in Foreign
Affairs, Samorukov suggested
that Putin’s age could affect his
judgment. 
“At 71 ... his awareness of his
own mortality surely impinges
on his decision-making. A
growing sense of his limited
time undoubtedly contributed
to his fateful decision to invade
Ukraine.”
Overall, Putin may be heading
into his new term with a
weaker grip on power than he
appears to have.
Russia’s “vulnerabilities are
hidden in plain sight. Now
more than ever, the Kremlin
makes decisions in a person-
alized and arbitrary way that
lacks even basic controls,”
Samorukov wrote.
“The Russian political elite
have grown more pliant in
implementing Putin’s orders
and more obsequious to his
paranoid worldview,” he wrote.

The regime “is at permanent
risk of crumbling overnight, as
its Soviet predecessor did three
decades ago.”
Putin is sure to continue his
continue animosity toward
the West, which he said in his
state of the nation address
“would like to do to Russia the
same thing they did in many
other regions of the world,
including Ukraine: to bring
discord into our home, to
weaken it from within.”
Putin’s resistance to the West
manifests not only anger at its
support for Ukraine, but in
what he sees as the undermin-
ing of Russia’s moral fiber. 
Russia last year banned the
notional LGBTQ+ “move-
ment” by declaring it to be
extremist in what officials said
was a fight for traditional val-
ues like those espoused by the
Russian Orthodox Church in
the face of Western influence.
Courts also banned gender
transitioning.
“I would expect the role of the
Russian Orthodox Church to
continue to be quite visible,”
Taylor said. He also noted the
burst of social media outrage
that followed a party hosted by
TV presenter Anastasia Ivleeva
where guests were invited to
show up “almost naked.”
“Other actors in the system
understand that that stuff res-
onates with Putin. ... There
were people interested in
exploiting things like that,” he
said.
Although the opposition and
independent media have
almost vanished under Putin’s
repressive measures, there’s
still potential for further
moves to control Russia’s
information space, including
moving forward with its
efforts to establish a “sovereign
internet.”
The inauguration comes two
days before Victory Day,
Russia’s most important secu-
lar holiday, commemorating
the Soviet Red Army’s capture
of Berlin in World War II and
the immense hardships of the
war, in which the USSR lost
some 20 million people. 
The defeat of Nazi Germany is
integral to modern Russia’s
identity and to Putin’s justifi-
cation of the war in Ukraine as
a comparable struggle. 
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The Indian Embassy here
has held its first interactive

session with the Indian stu-
dents who suffered the most
during the three-year COVID-
19 period following China’s
visa bans prolonging their
academic periods for several
years.
Around 80 old and new stu-
dents from more than 13
Chinese universities took part
in the “welcome and interac-
tion ceremony” held on May 4.
Indian Ambassador to China
Pradeep Kumar Rawat, and
Counsellor Nitinjeet Singh
interacted with the students
and heard their grievances
and experiences during
Saturday’s meeting. The meet-
ing also included a detailed
presentation by Amit Sharma,
Second Secretary (Education)
on various services offered by
the Embassy, Dos & Don’ts for
students, the Embassy posting
on X said. Until the coron-
avirus struck China in early

2020 over 23,000 Indian stu-
dents mostly studying medi-
cine in Chinese universities
constituting the second-high-
est number of foreign students
after Pakistan. Currently, the
numbers reportedly come
down to around 10,000 across
China.
Chinese medical universities
became preferred destinations
in the past as private medical
colleges in India charged exor-
bitant fees while admissions to
government institutions
became extremely competi-
tive. However, they have to
write the Foreign Medical
Graduates Examination in
India to qualify for practice in
India. When COVID-19
struck China, most of the
Indian students left for home
at the height of lockdowns and
could not return until early last
year due to China’s visa bans
and restrictions. Many of them
started returning in the latter
part of 2022 while the Chinese
universities began a new
intake of students last year.
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London (AP): King Charles
III’s decision to be open about
his cancer diagnosis has helped
the new monarch connect with
the people of Britain and
strengthened the monarchy in
the year since his dazzling
coronation at Westminster
Abbey.  Charles has used his ill-
ness to highlight the need for
early diagnosis and treatment,
showing leadership at a time of
personal hardship. And in the
process, people have begun to
see him as a more flesh-and-
blood character who faces the
same challenges as them, not
just an archetype of wealth and
privilege.
“Ultimately, the great leveler is
health,” said Anna Whitelock,
a professor of the history of the
monarchy at City University,
London. “And the fact is, the
royal family, like so many other
families, are coping with a
cancer diagnosis. And I think
that has … taken the energy
out of big challenges to the
king.’ Questions still remain.
Can a 1,000-year-old inherited

monarchy represent the people
of modern Britain? How will
the institution address concerns
about its links to empire and
slavery? Should the monarchy
be replaced with an elected
head of state?
But for now, at least, those
issues have been largely set
aside as the 75-year-old king
undergoes treatment for an
undisclosed type of cancer. 
Of all the things experts expect-
ed the royal family to face in
the year following Charles’
coronation, the events of the
last five months took Britain by
surprise.
First, Charles was treated for an
enlarged prostate, then he
revealed his cancer diagnosis.
That was followed quickly by
the announcement that the
Princess of Wales, Prince
William’s wife, Kate, also had
cancer. Both retreated from
public duties to focus on their
health.William followed suit so
he could support his wife and
the couple’s three young 
children.
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India on Sunday urged the
Asian Development Bank
(ADB) not to overlook its

focus on reduction of remaining
poverty while promoting
sustainable growth for the
member nations in the Asia
Pacific region.
Making intervention at the
Board of Governors Business
Session at the 57th Annual
Meeting of ADB, India’s
Temporary Alternate Governor
Vikas Sheel said the bank has
played a critical role in
facilitating measures of faster
economic development,
reducing poverty and promoting
regional cooperation while
effectively addressing the
challenges and delivery of global
public goods.
“We note with concern that
economic growth and dealing
with the remaining poverty do
not find a place in the enhanced
focus areas of the ADB in the
review of its Strategy 2030. We
urge ADB not to overlook the

ADB’s charter mandate on
growth and shared prosperity,”
he said.
He assured India’s continued
support to work towards
accelerated inclusive and
sustainable growth in Asia and
the Pacific.
Due to ongoing general elections
in India, Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman who is
Governor on the board of the
ADB could not attend the
meeting.
Observing that ADB is expected
to grow bigger, better and bolder
in line with the New Delhi
declaration of the G20, Sheel
said, it can thus play a much
bigger role in addressing the
ambitious climate agenda.
“Based on the detailed
recommendations made by the
Independent Expert Group,
appointed under India’s G20
presidency, we are happy to note
that ADB is proactively
implementing recommendations
of IEG to live up to the
aspirations of being the trusted
development partner of the fast-

growing economies of Asia and
of transforming itself into a
climate bank,” he said.
“A bigger and bolder ADB can
produce better results if it
transforms its business processes
such as moving away from
isolated and smaller individual
projects-based funding towards
multi-year transformation, and
strategic and programmatic
funding approaches. We hope

that the ADB’s new operating
model will result in better
operational efficiencies and a
significant reduction in
processing time and lending
operations,” he said.
ADB shall have to not only
continue to pursue these reform
measures but would also have to
assist members in catalyzing
significant private sector
investments, especially for

climate finance in addition to
concessional financing, coupled
with technology transfer in line
with the global challenges
funding mechanism
recommended by the G 20, he
added.
In line with the commitment to
support the smaller economies in
the region, he said, India has
increased its contribution to the
Asian Development Fund (ADF)
14 through USD 58.17 million.
“We are confident that the larger
pool of much-needed sources
resulting from a successful
replenishment of ADF shall be
deployed effectively and lend
much-needed support to the
smaller economies in the region,
especially for tackling the
challenges posed by the climate
change,” he said.
ADF is ADB’s largest source of
grants for operations in its
poorest and most vulnerable
developing member countries
and is replenished every four
years.
During the meeting, ADB
President Masatsugu Asakawa

said, the bank committed USD
23.6 billion in loans, grants,
guarantees, equity investments,
and technical assistance in 2023,
a 15 per cent increase from the
previous year.”This included a
record USD 9.8 billion in climate
finance from ADB’s own
resources, representing 41.5 per
cent of our total commitments,”
Asakawa said.
ADB’s Private Sector Operations
Department committed USD 3.8
billion for non-sovereign
operations, with a significant
increase in lending for frontier
economies.
“ADB met its corporate financing
targets for health, gender, and
education, and we are on track to
meet our ambition for food
security financing. Asian
Development Fund
commitments reached USD 721
million in 2023, and we project
this to increase to USD 865
million in 2024,” he said.
ADB also introduced favourable
concessional lending terms to
small island developing
members.
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India and Ghana are working to link
their payment systems - Unified

Payments Interface (UPI) and Ghana
Interbank Payment and Settlement
Systems (GHIPSS) respectively to
permit users to make instant, low-cost
fund transfers on a reciprocal basis.
The two countries have also delved into
discussions regarding the possibilities
of a Memorandum of Understanding
on Digital transformation Solutions;
Local Currency Settlement System and
the opportunities offered by African
Continental Free Trade Agreement
(AfCFTA).
“They agreed to work expeditiously
towards the operationalisation of
NPCI’s (National Payments
Corporation of India) UPI on Ghana’s
GHIPSS within a period of 6 months,”
the Department of Commerce said on
the social media platform X (formerly
twitter).
India’s UPI has already reached
countries including Singapore and the
UAE.
Talks are also on with Nigeria for the
same.
These issues were discussed during the
visit of a seven-member Indian
delegation led by Additional Secretary
in the Department of Commerce
Amardeep Singh Bhatia to Accra,
Ghana on May 2-3.
NPCI International has recently
announced its partnership with Bank of
Namibia to support them in developing
a UPI-like real-time payment system in
the African nation.
The bilateral trade between India and
the West African nation Ghana has
increased to USD 2.87 billion in 2022-
23 from USD 2.6 billion in 2021-22.
The trade gap is in the favour of Ghana
mainly due to imports of gold by India
which accounts for nearly 80 per cent of
total imports from Ghana.
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Billionaire investor Warren
Buffett said that the

Indian market has
“unexplored” opportunities
which his conglomerate
holding company, Berkshire
Hathaway, would like to
explore “in the future”.
Buffett’s remarks came at
Berkshire’s annual meeting on
Friday when Rajeev Agarwal
of DoorDarshi Advisors, a
US-based hedge fund that
invests in Indian equities,
asked him about the
possibility of Berkshire
exploring in India, the world’s
fifth-largest economy.
“It is a very good question. I
am sure there are loads of

opportunities in countries
like India,” he said. 
“The question, however, is
whether we have any
advantage or insights into
those businesses in India or
any contacts that will make
possible transactions that
Berkshire would like to
participate in. That is
something a more energetic

management at Berkshire
could pursue,” the co-founder,
chairman and CEO of
Berkshire Hathaway said.
Buffett, 93, said Berkshire has
a great reputation around the
world. He said, his Japanese
experience has been
fascinating enough. 
“There may be an unexplored
or an unattended
opportunity...But that may be
something in the future,” he
said about India.
Buffett said the question is if
Berkshire has some kind of
advantage in pursuing those
unattended opportunities,
particularly against people
who are managing other
people’s money and getting
paid based on assets.
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Uttar Pradesh State
I n d u s t r i a l

Development Authority
(UPSIDA) has recorded an
operating revenue of
�1,359 crore in financial
year 2023-24 -- the highest
ever for the public sector
undertaking in UP,
according to an official
release. 
“This achievement marks a
doubling of revenue
compared to financial year
2018-19, indicating a
robust trajectory towards
industrial growth in the
state,” the government
release said.
Kanpur-headquartered
UPSIDA has made
significant strides in
realizing Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath’s vision of
transforming Uttar Pradesh
into an industrial
powerhouse, the statement
said.
Moreover, UPSIDA’s
strategic emphasis on
bolstering infrastructure in
industrial zones to attract
investors resulted in a
fourfold increase in
infrastructure development
expenditure. This
allocation soared from
�104 crore in FY 2017-18,
to �415 crore in FY 2023-
24, it said.
UPSIDA’s CEO Mayur
Maheshwari said the
authority is committed to
expanding Uttar Pradesh’s
industrial landscape.
“UPSIDA is also doing
significant work in the area
of land allocation. As a
result, there has been an
increase in land allocation,
with 693 plots allocated in
2023-24. This initiative has
benefited investors on one
hand and strengthened the

authority’s financial
position on the other,” he
said.
In addition, UPSIDA has
succeeded in gaining the
trust of investors by
transparently allocating
land through e-auctions
and Nivesh Mitra, the IAS
officer said.
“As a result, a record
number, more than 1,600
plots, have been allotted to
investors in the last three
years, helping Uttar
Pradesh become the engine
of industrial development
of the country,” he added.
Maheshwari further said
digitization has played a
crucial role in the economic
development of UP and
through Nivesh Mitra,
UPSIDA is currently
providing 34 online e-
services, which were only
two before COVID-19.
“As a result, more than
31,000 applications have
been disposed of with a
satisfaction rate of 96 per
cent,” he noted.
Additionally, to promote
skill development and
increase women’s
participation in the
workforce, UPSIDA has
developed women-centric
facilities like Pink Toilets
and Pink Dormitories
under initiatives like Atal
Industrial Infrastructure
Mission (AIIM) and Secure
Industrial Zone Projects.
As a result of these efforts,
there has been an increase
in women’s participation
and employment in
industrial parks, he pointed
out.
Furthermore, he said the
authority has established a
citizen-facilitation centre to
address the issues faced by
investors and
entrepreneurs.
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Mahindra & Mahindra
Financial Services has

reported a 10 per cent decline in
standalone profit and tax to �619
crore for the January-March
quarter of 2023-24.
The non-banking finance
company also said that in a fact-
finding assessment of the fraud in
its Aizawl branch during the
quarter identified 2,887 loan
accounts as potentially fraudulent
in nature.
“These loans had an outstanding
net recoverable balance of �135.9
crore as of 31st March 2024, which
have been fully provided,”
Mahindra Finance said in a
regulatory filing.

The NBFC, which last month
delayed disclosure of its financial
statement due to fraud at one of its
branches in the north-eastern
states, said that the fraud relates to
retail vehicle loans disbursed by
the company and is a case of
extreme collusion between the
company’s employees, with
segregated duties, and external
parties including vehicle dealers
and bank employees.
The fraud involved forgery of KYC
and other asset-related documents
leading to the embezzlement of
company funds. Following this,
the company appointed a law firm
and an accounting firm to
undertake a fact-finding
assessment of the suspected
irregularities.

The company has carried out an
exhaustive analysis of customer
contracts across the portfolio at an
all-India level and has confirmed
no instances of similar fraud
elsewhere.
“As a proactive step, the company
has identified a few key initiatives

to further strengthen controls,
including but not limited to
accelerating the timeline for
centralization of document
reviews and implementing digital
due diligence tools for customer
onboarding,” Mahindra Finance
said.
During the March quarter of 2023-
24 fiscal, Mahindra Finance posted
a total income of �3,706 crore, up
21 per cent over �3,057 crore in the
year-ago period.
Net interest income rose 14 per
cent to �1,971 crore during the
fourth quarter of FY24.
For the 2023-24 fiscal, the profit
after tax declined 11 per cent to
�1,760 crore. Total income rose
23 per cent to �13,562 crore in
FY24.
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Credit outstanding to the
housing sector rose by

nearly �10 lakh crore in the
last two fiscals to reach a
record �27.23 lakh crore in
March this year, according to
RBI’s data on ‘Sectoral
Deployment of Bank Credit’.
Experts from banking and
real estate sectors attributed
this growth in housing credit
outstanding to a strong
revival in the residential
property market post-

COVID pandemic on pent-
up demand.
According to the data of the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
on sectoral deployment of
bank credit for March 2024,
the credit outstanding to the
housing (including priority
sector housing’) stood at
�27,22,720 crore in March
2024, up from �19,88,532
crore in March 2023, and
�17,26,697 crore in March
2022.
The data also showed that
the credit outstanding

towards commercial real
estate stood at �4,48,145
crore in March 2024. It was
at �2,97,231 crore in March
2022.
According to reports from
various property
consultants, housing sales
and prices have surged
significantly in the past two
financial years.
When contacted, Madan
Sabnavis, Chief Economist
with Bank of Baroda, said
the high growth in home
loans can be attributed to the

housing boom seen across all
segments.
In particular, Sabnavis said
the affordable housing
segment has witnessed an

uptick due to the
government push.
“There was also some pent
up demand for buying
homes in the last two years
following COVID which is
getting reflected here,” he
said.
Sabnavis said the home loan
growth would remain robust,
but might taper down to 15-
20 per cent due to a higher
base.
Commenting on the RBI
data, Samir Jasuja, CEO and
MD of PropEquity, a leading

real-estate data and analytics
company, said the rise of
housing loans outstanding is
primarily due to the
significant increase in the
quantum of properties
launched and sold in the last
two fiscal years.
“Major Tier-1 cities have
witnessed high rates of price
appreciation ranging
between 50-100 per cent
since FY 2021, which has
contributed to an increase in
average loan size per
property,” he explained.
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As many as 184 thermal
power plants with a total

generation capacity of 211 GW
have 68 per cent of normative
coal stock levels amid rising
electricity demand due to
soaring temperatures in the
country.
According to the Central
Electricity Authority’s (CEA)
May 3 daily report, 184 plants,
that are monitored by the
CEA, have 47.78 million
tonnes of coal stocks against
the normative level of 70.55
million tonnes.
This assumes significance in
view of power ministry
projections that peak demand
will be 260 GW during this
summer. The peak power

demand was at an all-time
high of 243 GW in September
2023.
Peak power demand met or
the highest supply in a day rose
to 224.18 GW in April 2024 as
against 215.88 GW in April
2023. The highest supply in a
day has already touched
223.84GW on May 3, 2024,
which is higher than 221.42
GW recorded in May 2023.
The peak power demand met

was 219.37GW on May 1 and
222.03GW on May 2 this year. 
In view of the projected high
demand for electricity, the
power ministry has taken
many steps which include
mandatory running of
imported coal-based plants in
the country to bridge the
demand-supply gap.
The ministry has also asked
the domestic coal-based
power plants to import coal for
six per cent blending. 
The power sector experts say
that power demand could have
been more than 224GW
recorded in April but the
unseasonal spell of rain
reduced the requirement for
cooling appliances like air
conditioners and desert
coolers.
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Buoyed by last year’s
success, LG Electronics

India is gearing up for the
14th edition of the ‘All India
K-POP Contest 2024’, in
collaboration with the Korean
Cultural Centre India
(KCCI). With LG’s support,
the event promises to be an
exhilarating journey for K-
pop enthusiasts across India,
offering finalists a chance to
visit Korea.
Last year witnessed the
record-breaking participation
of 11,071 teams, reflecting the

growing passion for K-pop
nationwide. Jeon Hong Ju,
Managing Director of LG
Electronics India, expressed
pride in the collaboration
with KCCI, anticipating
another remarkable response
this year.
“We are proud to collaborate
with KCCI to launch the All
India K-POP Contest 2024,”
he said at an event here which
saw a section of media
personnel enthusiastically
participating in various
Korean traditional
performances like
‘Samulnori’, traditional
Korean instrumental

performance, a Taekwondo
performance as well as a K-
pop cover dance. Samul nori
is a genre of percussion music
that originated in Korea. The
word samul means “four
objects’ ‘, while nori means
“play” said a representative
from the KCCI.
Hwang Il Yong, director of the
Korean Cultural Centre India,
said, “In a survey held
regarding the preference for
Korean cultural content
abroad, India ranked as one of
the highest nations around
the world.”
“This year, in addition to the
main event, we plan to hold

various participatory events
that everyone can enjoy, such
as ‘K-POP On Street’. I hope it
will become a festival venue
where Indians who love the
‘Korean Wave’ can come out
and enjoy,” he added.
At the event, Park Seung Tae
from the Korea Tourism
Organisation said that there
has been a rising interest in
South Korea as a tourist
destination, driven by the
growing influence of K-pop
and K-dramas. He hoped
Indians would discover more
about South Korea’s rich
history beyond its pop
culture.
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States should support the
decarbonisation of

aluminium industries by
waiving or reducing open
access charges for renewable
power, a study has said.
Open access charges are levied
by power distribution
companies (discoms) on those
consumers which buy
electricity from any other
source.
State governments should also
prioritise giving right of way to

the industry for setting up
their own evacuation
infrastructure for transmission
of renewable power, the study
said. Pitching for incentivising
renewable energy as it plays a
crucial role in
decarbonisation, the study said
that as per estimates
aluminium plants need 3.94
GW of renewable energy
round-the-clock to meet their
power demand even after the
adoption of all energy-efficient
technologies.
Round-the-clock renewable

energy projects comprise both
wind and solar power
capacities. A major share of
aluminium smelting plants is
in states that do not have
optimal wind power potential,
the study by public policy
research think tank Council
on Energy, Environment, and
Water (CEEW) said.
It further said decarbonising
aluminium production, unlike
cement and steel, cannot be
achieved with a reduction in
the price of aluminium.
Energy efficiency, which is

easily achievable, would result
in a price increase of 1.5 per
cent and reduce emissions.
The switching over from
captive power plant (CPP) to
renewable power (RE) would
steeply reduce the emission
intensity of aluminium and
will also increase the cost of
aluminium. 
In order to manufacture net-
zero aluminium while still
maintaining economic
viability, certain policy
interventions are essential, it
said.
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The Government’s approval of new
contraceptive methods,

particularly the non-hormonal
contraceptive pill Centchroman,
marks a pivotal moment in advancing
women’s reproductive health rights.
Centchroman, known as “Chhaya” in
public health facilities, offers women
a hormone-free contraceptive option,
expanding their choices and
accessibility to family planning
services. It is available in the market
as a “SAHELI” tablet.

Who can use it?
● Can be safely used by all women

once it is confirmed that they are
not pregnant.

● Can be used by women of any age,
including those who are
unmarried or who do not have
children.

● Women who had side effects with
Mala-N/Mala-D can also opt for
this method.

● It can be used by postpartum
women who are breastfeeding as
soon as they feel comfortable after
delivery but before 4 weeks.
Centchroman does not affect the
quantity, quality and composition
of breast milk.

��	�-���
● It causes less bleeding during the

monthly period, and also makes
the interval between two
menstrual cycles longer. This is
beneficial for anaemic women.

● Can be adopted as postpartum
(earlier than 4 weeks of delivery)
or post-abortion contraception

(within 7 days of completion of
abortion).

● It does not impact the quality or
quantity of breast milk.

● Woman can become pregnant
immediately after discontinuing
the method.

● Women who are not
recommended to use hormonal
methods can use this method.

● No interference with sexual
intercourse/ pleasure.

��+������	�
■ It does not protect from HIV and

RTI/STI.
■ Every client should be screened by

a trained provider before starting
Centchroman, just like other oral
pills.

Where can a woman get it and how
it should be taken?
■ It is available in all public health

facilities. It is also part of the

ASHA kit. However, the first dose
can be provided only after proper
screening at a health facility by a
trained provider (doctor, CHO,
SN, LHV, ANM).

The non-hormonal contraceptive
comes in a strip of 8 tablets. To begin
the use of Chhaya, the woman is
advised to take the first pill on the first
day of the period (which is the first
day of bleeding) and the second pill
three days later (on the 4th day of
bleeding).
This pattern of days are repeated
through the first 3 months. Starting
from the fourth month, the pill is to
be taken once a week on the first pill
day and should be continued on the
weekly schedule regardless of her
menstrual cycle.

What in case of ‘missed pills’?
You should tell the woman that if she
forgets to take the pill, she should take
the missed pill as soon as she

remembers that it has been missed. If
she misses taking the tablet by
1-2 days (less than 7 days), she should
take the missed pill as soon as she
remembers and continue the normal
schedule. In addition, she should use
a backup method like a condom till
the next period, just to ensure
complete protection.
If she forgets to take pills for more
than 7 days, then the current pack
should be discarded, condoms should
be used till she has her monthly
bleeding and then she should start
taking a new pack like a new user;
that is, twice a week for the first 3
months followed by once a week
thereafter.
Unlike traditional contraceptive pills,
Centchroman does not contain
hormones, making it suitable for
women of all ages and reproductive
stages. This inclusivity is particularly

significant as it accommodates
unmarried women and those without
children, empowering them to take
control of their reproductive
decisions.
Centchroman’s safety profile further
enhances its appeal. Women who
have experienced adverse effects with
other contraceptive methods, such as
hormonal pills, can turn to
Centchroman without concerns
about hormonal side effects.
Moreover, its compatibility with
breastfeeding ensures that women
can use it without compromising
their lactation or the health of their
newborns.
Needless to say Centchroman’s
introduction reflects India’s
commitment to promoting
reproductive rights and gender
equality. By offering women a safe,
effective, and accessible
contraceptive option, the
government aims to empower
women to make informed choices
about their reproductive health.
Moreover, it underscores the
government’s recognition of family
planning as a fundamental human
right and a key driver of social and
economic development.
Moving forward, continued efforts to
raise awareness about Centchroman
and other contraceptive options will
be crucial. Comprehensive sexual and
reproductive health education
programs can help dispel myths and
misconceptions surrounding
contraception while empowering
women to make informed decisions
about their bodies and futures.
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Dr Rawal, kindly provide us an
overview of prostate cancer and
its prevalence in India vis-à-vis
the world.

Prostate cancer is the second
most commonly diagnosed
cancer in men. As per the

GLOBOCON report on prostate
cancer, an estimated 1.4 million
diagnoses and 375,000 deaths
worldwide in 2020. The incidence
is low in Eastern and South-
Central Asia but rising.  In India,
the projected number of cases for
2020 was 51,979and the numbers
are only increasing. It is pertinent
to note that there is an
underestimation of incidence in
India due to a lack of a
population-based cancer registry,
underreporting, and social
stigma of cancer detection among
others.
The prevalence rate of prostate
cancer is higher in certain
geographies within the country.
As per the latest ICMR data
Delhi-NCR reported the highest
incidence rate of over 11.8
cases/million adults registered
followed by Kamrup region of
Assam with 10 cases/million
adults and Thiruvananthapuram
with 9 cases/million adults.
Unfortunately, there is no
conclusive data that could
support specific preventive or
dietary measures that reduce the
risk of developing prostate
cancer. In such circumstances,
individuals should immediately
reach out to a urologist in case of
any urinary problem and those
above 50 years of age should
regularly undertake Blood
Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA)
Test.

What are some of the key risk
factors associated with prostate
cancer, particularly in the
context of India?
Prostate cancer is directly linked

with genetic mutation. So, it can
be hereditary as well as familial.
In different studies association of
different environmental and
dietary factors have been found
with prostate cancer.
Hypertension, obesity, and
hypercholesterolemia factors
have increased risk. Dietary
factors like high alcohol intake,
coffee, fried fatty food, red meat
as well as processed meat have
been linked with increased
association of prostate cancer.
However, no conclusive data exist
that could support specific
preventive or dietary measures
that can reduce the risk of
developing prostate cancer.

How do you approach the
diagnosis and staging of
prostate cancer in your practice?
Prostate cancer is usually
suspected when a patient presents
with urinary symptoms and has
raised PSA (Prostate-specific
antigen) or abnormal digital
rectal examination. With
increasing awareness, many
asymptomatic people regularly do
blood PSA testing as part of

routine health checkups. Prostate
cancer diagnosis requires prostate
biopsy. We have the facility of the
latest prostate biopsy techniques
including the most precise MRI
fusion transperineal biopsy
(Artemis System). For local
staging we do
biparametric/multiparametric
MRI. Metastatic staging requires
a PSMA PET CT scan.

What treatment options are
available for patients with
prostate cancer, and how do you
decide on the most appropriate
approach for individual
patients?
We have all possible treatment
options for various stages of
prostate cancer. We offer robotic
radical prostatectomy/ High
intensity-focused ultrasound
ablation/ Hormonal therapy +
radiotherapy for localized
prostate cancer. For metastatic
prostate cancer, treatment is
hormonal therapy along with
novel antiandrogens
chemotherapy or radionuclide
therapy. We are currently running
a few trials for metastatic prostate
cancer. The appropriate approach
is individualistic for each patient.
It depends on the patient’s age,
physical performance status,
associated comorbid conditions,
and disease stage. We always
make shared decisions with
patients after discussing the
merits and demerits of each
therapy option suitable for them.

Are there any emerging trends
or advancements in prostate
cancer treatment that you find
particularly promising?
With the evolution of medical
sciences, there are rapid
advancements in prostate cancer
treatment in India. There are
advancements in the
incorporation of genetic testing

and related therapy, robotic
technologies, more targeted
radiation therapy, non-invasive
treatment like HIFU, availability
of newer antiandrogens, oral
hormonal agents, and gene-
directedradionuclide therapy. I
am hopeful for new gene-directed
therapy that can increase the
survival of patients with
metastatic disease.

Can you provide an overview of
what HIFU (High-Intensity
Focused Ultrasound) treatment
entails and how it works as a
treatment option for prostate
cancer?
HIFU works by treating only the
portion of the organ affected by
cancer with a safe margin while
sparing the remaining normal
healthy tissue. It precisely delivers
ultrasound waves inside the
prostate. Ultrasound energy gets
converted into thermal energy
inside the prostate. Thus, cancer
cells get killed by heat. HIFU is
typically used as a treatment
option for localized prostate
cancer. It is also used as a
palliative therapy option after the
failure of hormonal therapy and
radiation therapy

What are the typical eligibility
criteria for patients considering
HIFU treatment for prostate
cancer?
HIFU is a treatment option for a
select group of prostate cancer
patients. Although there are no
strict criteria, it is best suited for
low-risk and intermediate-risk
prostate cancer patients. Typically,
it is done for patients whose PSA
is less than 20 ng/ml, Gleason
score £ 7, disease has not spread
outside the outline of the prostate.

What are the potential benefits
of HIFU compared to traditional
treatment options such as
surgery or radiation therapy?
HIFU therapy has various
advantages over surgery and
radiation therapy:
● Usually done as a daycare

procedure
● Does not require any skin cuts

/incisions
● Relatively painless procedure
● Recovery is usually quick and

most men return to their
normal activities within two-
three weeks .

● Treats the small cancer areas
with little damage to nearby
tissue , nerves and muscles
.Consequently the rates of
urinary leakage and erectile
dysfunction are significantly
lower than radical treatments

● Even after recurrence , the
patient remains eligible for
repeat sessions of focal therapy
or other options
(surgery/radiation)

What are the potential risks and
side effects associated with it?
HIFU is a relatively safe
procedure and has no significant
risks associated with it. Long-
term cancer survival data(after 10
years ) is not yet available for focal
therapy. About 20-30% of patients
may need a second session of

focal therapy for recurrent cancer.
Less than 1 % ofpatients may
develop a hole between the
rectum and the urinary passage
(termed a rectourethral fistula).
This may need urethral catheter
placement for a few months or
surgical repair in case it does not
heal on its own.

Can HIFU be used as a primary
treatment for localized prostate
cancer, or is it typically
recommended as a salvage
therapy after other treatments
have failed?
HIFU is typically used as
treatment for localised prostate
cancer. It is also used as salvage
therapy after the failure of
hormonal and radiation therapy.

Are there any long-term
considerations or follow-up care
that patients should be aware of
after undergoing HIFU
treatment?
Follow-up is very important after
HIFU like any other intervention.
After HIFU, the patient’s PSA
level is expected to fall and then
remain low. PSA testing is
performed at 3-6 monthly
intervals for the first few years
after the procedure. The
Urologist may perform imaging
in the form of mpMRI at frequent
intervals to track the response of
the lesion to treatment, and the
development of new lesions in the
treated area or elsewhere in the
prostate. A rising PSA may
indicate that the prostate cancer
has returned.

Finally, what advice would you
offer to men regarding prostate
cancer prevention and early
detection?
If you feel any urinary problems,
immediately visit a urologist to
get evaluated. Start blood PSA
screening from 50 years of age.
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Resident Doctors
Association (RDA) of the

All India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) Delhi,
hosted its annual academic
conclave, RDACON 2024,
bringing together an assembly
of professionals in healthcare,
health technology, and
artificial intelligence.
Chief Justice of India (CJI) DY
Chandrachud who graced the
occasion, in his address
emphasized the essential
collaboration between the
medical and legal professions,
underlining their
complementary roles in
society.
He also spoke on the rights of
the LGBTQ community, sharing
personal anecdotes and stressed
on the importance of inclusivity
in healthcare. He also
emphasized the crucial role that
medical professionals play in
shaping a more equitable
society.
The conclave commenced with
poster and oral presentations
by AIIMS residents and
researchers, showcasing the
latest advancements in
medicine and research. The
RDA AIIMS said it remains
committed to fostering
collaboration, innovation, and
inclusivity in healthcare, and
looks forward to building on
the success of RDACON 2024
in future editions.

Anew research from Royal
Holloway University, led

by Professor Saloni Krishnan,
suggests that children and
adolescents, aged 10 to 18,
derive intrinsic joy from
learning new words. The
study involved 345
participants who deduced
word meanings from
sentence contexts across 40
trials.
Notably, participants
reported positive emotions
like happiness and
excitement during word
acquisition, highlighting the
motivational aspects of
language learning. The
findings, published in
Developmental Science,
underscore the importance of
leveraging these emotional
rewards to enhance
educational strategies,
particularly in
neurodivergent populations
like children with dyslexia.
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The change in Mohammed
Siraj’s fortunes has played

a critical role in Royal
Challengers Bengaluru’s late
surge in this IPL, and the
pacer’s good run might also
have put the Indian thinktank
at ease ahead of next month’s
T20 World Cup.
In the latest show of his
metamorphosis, Siraj
wrecked Gujarat Titans with a
two-wicket burst in the Power
Play, grabbing the wickets of
Shubman Gill and
Wriddhiman Saha.
Siraj’s figures at that stage was
a superb 2-0-9-2, and as
someone who is marked to
share the new ball with Jasprit
Bumrah in the ICC
showpiece, it’s certainly a shot
in the arm for the national
team as well.
RCB assistant coach Adam
Griffith, who has worked with
Siraj for the last five years,
placed that transformation to
him “swinging the ball again.”
“He’s the leader of our group.
He’s played a lot for India in
the last few years and has
done really well. It’s not just
him bowling well. It’s his
aggression, his body
language, him taking the
batters on to try and get
wickets is such an important
part of what we’re trying to
do.
“Having him up and going,
swinging the ball again,
bowling with good pace, and
being aggressive is so
important to us,” said Griffith
in the post-match press meet
here on Saturday after RCB
defeated GT by four wickets.
The Royal Challengers
bowling unit’s performance -
a collective economy rate of
10.28 and 45 wickets - was the

worst in this season of IPL.
In a way, it was Siraj’s
responsibility to inspire the
rest of the pack as the leader
and he did put his hand up.
Perhaps, the nine-day break
he was given between April 12
and 20 refreshed his mind
and helped him regain his
sharpness.
The match he missed in the
interim was the one in which
Sunrisers Hyderabad racked
in an IPL record of 287 for
three in Bengaluru.
Griffith explained the thought
process behind giving some
leisure time for Siraj.
“He’s like any other player
when they are fatigued. It’s
very important to give them
that break. That’s just as
important as the training
component, sometimes even
more important.“He is a
rhythm bowler - his run-up is
so important to what he does.
So, we want him fresh and
running in hard,” he said.
Post his return from the
break, Siraj played four
matches against Kolkata
Knight Riders, SRH and two
against GT. While RCB lost by
one-run against the Knight
Riders in a high-scoring
match, they won the other
three.In those three matches,
Siraj had figures of 4-0-20-0,
4-0-34-1 and 4-0-29-2.
Griffith said Siraj has found a
good balance between off-
time and preparation.
“He knows his body really
well. He knows what he needs
to do to prepare and every
now and then we might need
to give him a little bit of a
push in that direction.
“I’ve been with him now for
five or so years, so I can tell
when he’s going well and
when he needs a rest,” he
added.
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Aconfident Sunrisers
Hyderabad will look to
produce a dominant

show against a frail Mumbai
Indians outfit and move up in
the Indian Premier League
points table when the two
teams clash here on Monday.
Placed fourth in the IPL
points table with 12 points in
10 matches with six wins and
four losses, SRH will be
desperate to produce an all-
round show and make
improvements especially in
their bowling department.
The Pat Cummins-led side is
in the midst of an intense
battle between multiple teams
who are bidding for spots in
the final four, with Rajasthan
Royals (16 points), Kolkata
Knight Riders (14 points) and
Lucknow Super Giants (12

points) placed above SRH. 
Chennai Super Kings (5th
with 10 points) and a
resurgent Delhi Capitals (6th
with 10 points) are breathing
down SRH’s neck, a scenario
that would force the 2016
winners to shrug off any rust
and get ready for an intense
mid-table battle.
If a two-paced pitch at the
Wankhede Stadium for the
previous clash against KKR
was an aberration, the free-
flowing SRH batters would
look to make merry and pile
up a huge score as they have
done several times this 
year.
The pitches here generally are
batting-friendly and short
boundary lengths at this
venue make scores in excess
of 200 a norm, but the MI-
KKR contest played out on a
sluggish surface last Friday

challenged the batters to dig
deep.
SRH would be high on
confidence having pipped the
table-toppers RR by just one
run in their previous outing, a
game in which their bowlers
pulled off a thrilling win. 
Travis Head (396 runs),
Abhishek Sharma (315) and
Heinrich Klaasen (337)
remain the enforcers in SRH’s
batting but South African
Aiden Markram would be
keen to make a big score of his
own, having had a mixed run
so far. 
Nitish Kumar Reddy (219
runs) has emerged as one of
the most promising players
for SRH in last few games
which takes a significant
amount of pressure off the key
batters. 
T Natarajan’s (15 wickets)
accuracy would be handy for

SRH as the left-arm pacer is
chasing Mumbai Indians’
Jasprit Bumrah (17) for the
purple cap. 
Five-time winners Mumbai
slipped to the bottom of the
pool again when Royal
Challengers Bengaluru
trumped Gujarat Titans on
Saturday night.
With only three wins in 11
matches, MI’s challenge is all
but over and there is only
“pride and name” left to play
for by their own admission.
However, all is not lost as
MI’s key India players for the
upcoming T20 World Cup,
Rohit Sharma, Suryakumar
Yadav and Hardik Pandya
would remain in focus for
their individual form. 
Rohit’s all-out aggressive
approach has not yielded
many big scores whereas the
world number 1 T20 batter

Suryakumar would be eyeing
consistency after a fine half-
century against KKR a few
nights ago. 
India vice-captain Pandya has
being consistently on the
receiving end due to his
ordinary form with both bat
and ball and also his on-field
decisions as MI skipper. 
The all-rounder, however,
would be keen to make
amends and put an end to the
criticism that he has been
facing ever since this IPL
edition got underway. 
TEAMS (FROM)
Mumbai Indians: Hardik
Pandya (c), Rohit Sharma,
Suryakumar Yadav, Dewald
Brevis, Jasprit Bumrah,
Piyush Chawla, Gerald
Coetzee, Tim David, Shreyas
Gopal, Ishan Kishan (wk),
Anshul Kamboj, Kumar
Kartikeya, Akash Madhwal,
Kwena Maphaka, Mohammad
Nabi, Shams Mulani, Naman
Dhir, Shivalik Sharma,
Romario Shepherd, Arjun
Tendulkar, Nuwan Thushara,
Tilak Varma, Harvik Desai
(wk), Nehal Wadhera, Luke
Wood.
Sunrisers Hyderabad:
Abhishek Sharma, Travis
Head, Heinrich Klaasen (wk),
Aiden Markram, Abdul
Samad, Nitish Reddy,
Shahbaz Ahmed, Pat
Cummins (c), Bhuvneshwar
Kumar, Jaydev Unadkat, T
Natarajan, Mayank
Markande, Umran Malik,
Anmolpreet Singh, Glenn
Phillips (wk), Rahul Tripathi,
Washington Sundar, Upendra
Yadav (wk), Jhathavedh
Subramanyan, Sanvir Singh,
Vijayakanth Viyaskanth,
Fazalhaq Farooqi, Marco
Jansen, Akash Maharaj Singh,
Mayank Agarwal.
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Chennai Super Kings’
Matheesha Pathirana’s

outing in the ongoing IPL is
all but over as the pacer will
return to Sri Lanka to recover
from a hamstring injury. 
The right-arm slinger played
six matches in this IPL,
picking up 13 wickets at an
economy of 7.68. 
“Chennai Super Kings wishes
Pathirana a quick recovery,”
the CSK stated in a media
release on Sunday. 
Pathirana last played for CSK
during their 78-run win over
Sunrisers Hyderabad, where
he bowled two overs and
picked up the wickets of
Aiden Markram and Heinrich
Klaasen. 
Pathirana missed the match
against Punjab Kings at
Chennai on May 1 with
England pacer Richard
Gleeson replacing him. 
The unavailability of
Pathirana is a big setback to
CSK as their bowling stocks
have dwindled drastically in
the last few days. 
Pace bowling all-rounder
Deepak Chahar too is set to
miss the remainder of the IPL
with a niggle he sustained
during the match against
Punjab at Chepauk. 

CSK pacer
Matheesha Pathirana
returns to SL with
hamstring injury 
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China underlined its
supremacy by beating

Indonesia to win the Uber Cup
for the 16th time on Sunday.
China, which lost the final to
South Korea in Bangkok two
years ago, routed Indonesia 3-
0, playing its first Uber Cup
final since 2008. 
Olympic champion Chen Yu
Fei provided China with a

perfect start when she
defeated Gregoria Mariska
Tunjung 21-7, 21-16. The
Chinese pair of world No. 1
Chen Qing Chen and Jia Yi
Fan then outplayed Siti Fadia
Silva Ramadhanti and Ribka
Sugiarto 21-11, 21-8 for a
commanding 2-0 lead.
Teenager Ester Nurumi fought
hard for Indonesia before He
Bing Jiao recovered to win 10-
21, 21-15, 21-17.
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Indian trap shooters failed to
enter the title round of the

ongoing ISSF World Cup in
Baku after Vivaan Kapoor
bowed out 2-3 in a shoot-off
with Tokyo Olympics bronze
medallist Matthew John
Coward-Holley of Great
Britain.

Vivaan shot 120 in
qualification round to get into
a three-way shoot-off for the
sixth and final qualifying spot
with Ireland’s former junior
world champion Ian
O’Sullivan, besides Coward-
Holley. 
While Ian missed his very first
shot to exit first, Vivaan kept
fighting only to miss his third

shot as Coward-Holley nailed
all three targets to go through. 
Vivaan had to settle for the
seventh place.
Besides Vivaan, Prithviraj
Tondaiman (score 117, rank
24th) and Bhowneesh
Mendiratta (score 116, rank
39th) also had a
disappointing outing in
men’s trap event. 
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Second leg runner Rajesh Ramesh
pulled out due to cramps as the

Indian men’s 4x400m team failed to
finish its heat race at the World
Athletics Relays here on Sunday,
during round one of Paris
Olympics qualifications.
The Indian quartet of Muhammed
Anas Yahiya, Rajesh Ramesh,
Muhammed Ajmal and Amoj Jacob
was hoping to book a Paris ticket
with a top-two finish in heat
number four, but in a utter
heartbreak, Ramesh left the race
midway while clutching his left leg.
Anas had already run the first leg.
“The men’s 4x400m relay team had
a good start. Muhammad Anas

clocked 45.93 seconds in the first
leg, but the second runner -- Rajesh
Ramesh -- fell down due to cramps
in leg muscles at the first bend,”
Athletics Federation of India (AFI)
said in a statement.
Ramesh had run the mixed 4x400m
race three hours before the men’s
event.
India will have another chance on
Monday during round two of
Olympics qualifications where all
the other teams which finished
outside top-two in their respective
heats on Sunday will try their luck
for another shot at the Paris Games.
The teams are expected to be
divided into three heats and top
two from each of them will book
Paris ticket.

The same quartet had set an Asian
record of 2 minutes and 59.05
seconds at the 2023 Budapest
World Championships. India had
failed to get past the heat round in
the Tokyo Olympics.
India also failed to make the Paris
Olympics cut in women’s 4x400m
and mixed 4x400m relays on the
first day of qualifications. Both the
Indian teams of mixed 4x400m and
women’s 4x400m will have to wait
for Monday’s round two of
Olympics qualifications.
In the mixed 4x400m event, the
Indian quartet of Rajesh Ramesh,
Rupal Chaudhary, Avinash Krishna
Kumar and Jyothika Sri Dandi ran
a poor race to finish sixth in heat
number two with a time of 3

minutes and 20.36 seconds.
Later, the Indian quartet of Vithya
Ramraj, M R Poovamma, Jyothika
Sri Dandi and Subha Venkatesan
finished fifth in heat number one
with a time of 3 minutes and 29.74
seconds.
The top two teams in each of the
four heat races here qualify for the
Paris Olympics to be held from July
16 to August 11. The remaining
teams in all the heats will compete
again on Monday in another
qualification round for another six
Paris Olympics spots.
The format is the same for all the
five relay races -- men’s and
women’s 4x100m, men’s and
women’s 4x400m and mixed
4x400m -- being held here.
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Max Verstappen inched
closer to a third

consecutive win at the Miami
Grand Prix by continuing his
long domination of Formula 1
qualifying. 
The three-time reigning F1
champion won his seventh
consecutive pole, but first at
Miami, where Verstappen
failed to earn the top starting
spot in the first two races
around Hard Rock Stadium,
yet still won them both. 
“I don’t know what it is, every
single year we come here I find
it extremely difficult to be
consistent with the car feeling,
with the tire feeling over one

lap,” Verstappen said. “I think
we did OK. It’s not the most
enjoyable lap of my career, but
we’re on pole and that’s the
most important.” 
The pole-winning run tied
Verstappen with Alain Prost in
opening the season with six
consecutive poles. Prost did it
in 1993. 
“Good start,” Verstappen
radioed his team. “Let’s keep it
going.”
Verstappen opened Saturday
with a win in the sprint race
and ended the day with his
38th career pole. The Red Bull
driver turned a lap at 1 minute,
27.241 seconds to best the
Ferraris of Charles Leclerc and
Carlos Sainz Jr. And will lead

the field to green on Sunday for
the first of F1’s three races this
year in the United States. 
Verstappen has won four of the

first five F1 races this season.
Sergio Perez, Verstappen’s
teammate at Red Bull,
qualified fourth and was
followed by McLaren
teammates Lando Norris and
Oscar Piastri, who were likely
disappointed after upgrades
brought to Miami has the team
hoping to move closer to
competition with Red Bull and
Ferrari. 
Mercedes drivers George
Russell and Lewis Hamilton
qualified sixth and seventh and
were followed by Nico
Hülkenberg of Haas and Yuki
Tsunoda of Red Bull’s junior
team. 
It was a terrible session for
Tsunoda teammate Daniel

Ricciardo, who was having a
decent weekend until he failed
to advance out of the first
qualifying group. Ricciardo
w a s
strong in Friday qualifying for
the sprint race and finished
fourth in the warm-up race
Saturday. 
He qualified 18th in the 20-
driver field but will start last
because he must serve a three-
spot grid penalty earned in F1’s
last outing, in China. 
It was also a poor qualifying
day for American driver Logan
Sargeant of Pompano Beach.
At his home track, and while
his job with Williams is in clear
jeopardy, Sargeant qualified 
17th. 
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Cristiano Ronaldo scored
his fourth hat trick of the

Saudi Pro League season as
Al-Nassr thrashed Al-Wehda
6-0. The five-time Ballon
d’Or winner now has 32
league goals this season, two
short of Abderrazak
Hamdallah’s record tally of
34 back in the 2018-19
campaign, with four games
still to play. 
Ronaldo opened the scoring
in Riyadh in the fifth minute
after intercepting a poor
clearance from goalkeeper
Munir Mohamedi.
Seven minutes later, the
former Real Madrid and
Manchester United star
grabbed his second, heading
home a cross from Marcelo
Brozovic. 

Ronaldo scores his
4th hat-trick of Saudi
Pro League season
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